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revieW PreviOuS FiSCaL Year anD LOOK aHeaD tO 
tHe uPCOMing Year — Hearing i

WeDneSDaY, SePteMBer 20, 2006

U.S. HoUSE of rEprESEnTATiVES,     
CoMMiTTEE on VETErAnS’ AffAirS,

Washington, D.C.

 the Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room 
334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Steve Buyer [Chairman of 
the Committee] presiding.
  present:  representatives buyer, brown of south Carolina, mill-
er, bradley, brown-waite, filner, snyder, michaud, herseth, berk-
ley, salazar.

 THE CHAirMAn.  good morning.  i would like to welcome everyone 
here this morning.  get the doors for me, thank you.
 by way of housekeeping, between 10:45 a.m. and 11:00 a.m., there 
will be a question of consideration, so it looks like we will have one 
15-minute vote.  after this vote, we will then move to approximately 
one hour of debate on the rule, the federal election integrity act of 
2006.  that will occur approximately between 12:15 and 12:45, and 
would be the second series of votes.  Just to let everyone know.
 i would like to welcome the new commanders here.  you are begin-
ning a year of well-earned opportunity after many years of faithfully 
serving veterans within your organization.  i look forward to a con-
structive and positive year ahead.
 last november, after meeting with your organizations at Carlisle 
Barracks, just north of the Gettysburg Battlefield, I announced a de-
cision to enhance the way the Committee develops its budget views 
and estimates.
 this decision was to reform the way we gather the views of veter-
ans’ service organizations and military service organizations.  your 
members have a great store of invaluable insights that deserve even 
greater consideration.
 as a subcommittee Chairman, i saw myself how the process of 
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hearings held after we had submitted our views and estimates for the 
Va to the budget Committee had effectively, for years, silenced your 
voice by positioning the testimony of Vsos and msos after the fact.  
the status quo i didn’t believe was working for veterans, because it 
made you a critic after the fact, so we changed that process.
 Last February, before we developed the fiscal year 2007 views and 
estimates, the Committee heard from 19 Vsos and msos, some of 
whom we had not heard from before.  and it was powerful.  it rep-
resented a significant increase in access to this Committee at a key 
point in the budget cycle.
 when i discussed accelerating these budget and legislative hear-
ings into february, i also said that we wanted to meet again in sep-
tember to review the fiscal year just ending and to look forward to 
the next year.  the timing of a september hearing is auspicious be-
cause the administration is now beginning to develop its next year 
budget request.  i compliment the former american legion national 
Commander, tom bock, because he championed to me the legion’s 
approach—that the american legion felt that they had separated 
themselves from other veterans groups by presenting their informa-
tion to the Committee in the fall, as the administration was devel-
oping its request.  that approach made a lot of sense, and we have 
adapted and augmented it.
 the armed services Committee receives the testimony from the 
Chairman and the Joint Chiefs in the spring, prior to budget views 
and estimates, and then they bring back the Chairman and the Joint 
Chiefs in the fall, for a look-back/look-ahead.  and i think adapting 
that same process will be very important.
 as we look at the budget cycle, you can see that we have opened 
up this access to the congressional and the administration’s budget 
process at uniquely responsive points in the cycle.  so, what we have 
today is the opening of the fiscal year 2008 budget process.
 this is a war budget.  the country is at war and faces severe de-
mands on its fiscal resources.  Yet this is also a budget cycle that 
reflects a decade of unprecedented growth and support for veterans.  
The VA budget has nearly doubled in ten years.  Reflecting that sup-
port, Va has earned a reputation for high-quality health care.
 I can also recall, when I first arrived here in Congress, in 1993 and 
1994, there were flat-line budgets in the VA, and I can also recall 
some horrific cases where appropriators took money out of the VA to 
fund other domestic programs.  we have not seen that in the last 12 
years.  a nearly doubled budget, and quality product do not, however, 
mean there are not significant challenges.
 the Va secretary before this Committee took ownership of the 
budgetary process that we exposed had flaws in the inputs within 
the modeling.  It was reflected in his strong fiscal year 2007 funding.  
yet, a perennial challenge to us is the ghost population that moves 
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in and out of the Va health care system.  sometimes using the Va, 
sometimes opting for triCare, sometimes using their hmo, they 
move in and out of the systems.
 simply plugging a few numbers into a capitation spreadsheet does 
not address this type of complexity. discretionary funding gives us 
the responsiveness to do correctly that which is hard; that which is 
difficult, but which must be done right.
 Comparatively, a quote, “assured,” or mandatory health care fund-
ing model, according to the Congressional Budget Office, would cost 
nearly a half a trillion dollars over ten years—half a trillion.  that 
would be a costly experiment. in contrast, the strong discretionary 
budgets of the past decade, have proven responsive to change.  with 
strong funding, we should expect good programs. 
yet, the seamless transition of servicemembers entering the Va sys-
tem is still not where it should he.  last month, secretary nichol-
son, Chairman boozman, mr. salazar and i went to kuwait, iraq and 
germany to assess the continuum of health care from the medic, or a 
navy corpsman, all the way to level 4 medical facility.  we were im-
pressed by the quality of care and the total integration and teamwork 
within the armed services.
 yet, between dod and Va we still have a gap.  wounded gis arriv-
ing at landstuhl medical Center minutes after we arrived had paper 
medical records on their chests.  largely because of the pentagon’s 
foot-dragging, the Va and dod still do not have a truly interoperable 
system of electronic medical records.  that is not seamless, and we 
can do better.
 the recent theft of personal data belonging to millions of veterans 
has shown the utter necessity that Va and every government agency 
with sensitive data must have centralized management over infor-
mation technology, information policy, and information security.  it 
is the organization’s central nervous system.
 i appreciate the work of mr. filner, and all members of this Com-
mittee in the many hearings that we held, exposing part of the prob-
lems.  but we have also moved toward a solution, and i want to thank 
the bipartisan work this Committee had done.
 i appreciate those of you who worked also with us on this issue, 
and i am also disappointed with those who said that it was too hard, 
and it was outside of their lane. because we all have to accept, in this 
one.
 and with regard to the organizations, if you are outraged by the 
lapses in security and unnecessary risks to your members and our 
veterans, then join with me in dislodging the status quo and doing 
the right thing for our veterans.
 many of you also cited the disability claims backlog in  your written 
testimony.  this issue is the elephant in the room.  the total back-
log exceeds 800,000 and is climbing.  i compliment the task force 
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on accountability that i formed. i will be meeting with them here 
within the next 10 days. some of your organizations are members of 
this task force.  i formed this task force to examine issues across the 
Va—not just Vba—that can improve the claims process. timely and 
accurate claims decisions are as important to america’s veterans as 
the delivery of high-quality care.
 some, though, think that if we bring lawyers into the process that 
it will solve the problem.  i am apprehensive, but i want to be a good 
listener, and i want to hear from all of you on that issue, because 
the senate has passed the measure, and have given it a top priority 
for us as we negotiate these bills here.  and so mr. filner and i, and 
members of the Committee, need to hear your views.
 so ladies and gentlemen, these issues are not going away.  they 
are at the heart, and my top three priorities as Chairman right now, 
are number one, caring for veterans who have the service-connected 
disabilities, those with special needs, and the indigent; two, ensuring 
a seamless transition from military service to the Va.  it is a very 
encompassing issue.  and i agree with the Vfw’s testimony.  it is a 
lot more than just computer systems.  and third, providing veterans 
every opportunity to live full and healthy lives.
 these are my top priorities, and i look forward to hearing yours.
 before we begin, on behalf of the Committee’s members and staff, 
i extend appreciation for the enduring contributions made by your 
membership, your auxiliaries and your families.  you make a great 
difference in the tone and tenor of our own country.  we are at war 
in two theaters and still have responsibilities globally.  our men and 
women in uniform are performing their duty magnificently.  They 
are coming home with the simple expectation that we will be there 
for them.  it is up to all of us to help these returning servicemembers 
transition back into civilian life.
 the Va has its structure, but personal contact, which is your 
strength, plays a tremendous role.  when you put your arm around 
the young lance corporal just back from—you name the province, 
name the country—you are also at the tip of the spear, and you can 
help them in many ways.  the intangible is also equally as important 
as the tangible.  so i want to thank you.
 [The statement of Mr. Buyer appears on p. 69]

 THE CHAirMAn.  i now recognize mr. evans.  if he has an opening 
statement, it will be submitted into the record. i now recognize the 
acting ranking member, mr. filner, for his statement.
 Mr. filnEr.  thank you mr. Chairman, and i ask to put my full 
statement in the record.
 THE CHAirMAn.  no objection.  so ordered.
 Mr. filnEr.  and i do associate myself with your comments on this 
Committee’s work, and hopefully the Congress’s work on cyber secu-
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rity in the Va.  we had millions of veterans worried and scared, about 
what would happen, and i think we came out with a better policy at 
the end.  i hope the house and the senate will act on it.
 however, i cannot associate myself with remarks on the role of 
the Vsos in that process. i am glad you are here today.  better late 
than never.  the Chairman said the timing is “auspicious” that you 
are here. well, it is auspicious because all your members are not here 
with you, which, during the joint hearings that we have had for many, 
many years, people felt a part of the process, and your membership is 
now not part of the process.
 we are also at a very inauspicious time.  we haven’t passed this 
year’s budget, the coming fiscal year’s budget yet for the Nation.  So, 
to hear your views on next year, when nobody here is thinking about 
the budget process next year, is not at all timely.  the enhancement 
that you would bring is by being involved at the beginning, middle, 
and end of the process; not at some strange time when members are 
not thinking of next year’s budget. 
 you ought to have a chance for your membership to see this Com-
mittee in action.  that is what democracy is all about.  we should 
work with you to make the scheduling changes, so you have a larger 
impact, and have your members here with you.
 what troubles me right now about our process, aside from the way 
you were excluded from it, is that you have to trudge up here at any 
time of the year, hat in hand, begging for money.  i am sure i am not 
the only one who finds this is not just ironic but shameful.  It is long 
past time to place all veterans’ funding where it belongs, in the man-
datory category, so that each year the department of Veterans af-
fairs knows how much it will have and can forecast and plan better.
 more importantly, veterans of all generations can have greater as-
surance that their health care will be there when they need it.  the 
Chairman called it, the “war budget.”  yes, we are at war, and taking 
care of our veterans is part of the cost of war, and should be included 
in any war budget.
 a bill written by lane evans, of which many of us are proud co-
sponsors, would provide funding to meet increased medical inflation 
and responsive to enrollment numbers.  and those numbers should 
include all eligible veterans.  we must bring back into the Va health 
care fold those veterans whom this administration is now barring.  
it is more than a quarter million, so far, many of whom are combat 
decorated, who have health problems deemed unrelated to their ser-
vice, and who might be unable to afford private health care.  they too 
deserve to use the system established for veterans and shouldn’t be 
excluded simply because they make a modest or even higher income.  
when they took the oath, we didn’t ask how much money they made.  
their good health shouldn’t be incumbent upon some arbitrary in-
come level now.
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 Congress intended that the authority to deny enrollment to certain 
veterans be used as a temporary management tool for the secretary, 
for a single budget cycle, not to be perpetual as this administration 
seems to intend.
 the assurances that come with mandatory funding would be in 
stark contrast to the embarrassing charade we call the budget pro-
cess today, and to the current system of care, under which this ad-
ministration is not dropping its effort to make veterans pay more 
for their care, rather than asking for needed resources.  it makes 
thousands wait longer than they should for clinical appointments.  it 
is failing to appropriately address the mental health requirements of 
servicemembers returning from iraq and afghanistan, as well as past 
generations of veterans, thumbing its nose at the statutory require-
ments of long-term care and the needs of our older veterans.
 the administration has also sought cuts in traumatic brain injury 
care at the height of a war that is producing more brain-injured vet-
erans than ever before.  and we are failing to commit adequate staff 
and resources to the counseling programs.
 all this, as i said previously, as the Va has turned away a quarter 
million veterans who wanted to enroll.
 The supplemental request last year illustrated just how flawed the 
process is.  Va had to request around $3 billion more to cover expens-
es not in the 2005 and 2006 budgets that we passed.  the secretary 
told us, in this hearing room, that the reason that they messed up is 
because their formulas did not take into account that we had a war 
going on.
 the independent budget, which many of you are involved in, knew 
exactly what the figure ought to be, knew what the administration 
should have given, and what the Congress failed to make up for.  and 
today, we have the Va rightfully touted in many ways for the excep-
tional quality of its clinical care and use of technology.  it has come a 
long way from some of the stereotypical images of the ‘60s or ‘70s, of 
many patients waiting and dirty wards, receiving substandard care 
from uncaring providers.
 it is now on the cutting edge of health care in this country and in 
the world, and that is very commendable.  but that system should 
not have delayed care, rationing of care, or any problems with access 
or quality.  we do have the resources as a nation to adequately fund 
health care for those who have borne the battle and have given us 
our freedom.
 i am pleased that virtually all the organizations here today sup-
port the passage of mandatory funding for veterans’ health care, and 
i can assure you that we will continue to press for this in the next 
Congress.
 let me just say one word on the so-called “core veteran issue.”  i 
don’t know if that is the same “ghost population” that mr. buyer re-
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ferred to, but some have claimed that there are two classes of vet-
erans: those that are core veterans and others.  sure, there are vet-
erans that have a greater need for Va services and should have a 
higher priority.  We will always keep that in mind and fight for that.  
but all veterans should have access to Va health care. a veteran who 
scaled the cliffs of normandy, or who walked point in the jungles of 
Vietnam, or who endured the frozen reservoirs of korea, or served 
in the persian gulf and was fortunate enough not to be wounded or 
disabled is just as much a veteran as any other veteran, even if his 
health care needs are not as a result of that service, and no matter 
what their income is.  that veteran deserves access to our health care 
system, and we—certainly on this side—will fight for that.
 there are a lot of other issues that you are going to talk about to-
day.  i have referred to them in my longer statement that is part of 
the record.  let me make just one last comment.
 we have an administration that says “support our troops,” “support 
our troops,” and we all do.  supporting of troops means to support 
them when they come home, also. right now, in my medical center 
in san diego, we have almost a thousand veterans on a waiting list.  
if you come home from iraq and afghanistan, you may wait a year 
for a dentist or some other specialty treatment.  if you have ptsd, 
you may have not recognized it, dod may not have recognized it, Va 
hasn’t recognized it, the family hasn’t recognized it, and we are going 
through the same process of having veterans with mental scars that 
are not treated, as we did with Vietnam.
 we have veterans coming back with ptsd, their families not un-
derstanding it, family violence, domestic quarrels, drinking, drug 
abuse, loss of jobs, homelessness, suicides. hundreds of suicides of 
those coming back from iraq and afghanistan.  that is a tragedy.  we 
should never have allowed the Vietnam vets not to be properly cared 
for, and we still have a chance to rectify that mistake, no matter how 
long ago it was, but we are repeating the same error today.
 our budget is $80 billion for the Va.  our national budget is $3 tril-
lion.  our debt is $8 trillion.  we have enough money in this country 
to care for all of those who have returned from battle, whether it is 
from iraq, afghanistan, or world war ii.  let us do the job right.
 thank you, mr. Chairman.
 [The statement of Mr. Filner appears on p. 73]

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you.  all members who have an opening 
statement may submit it for the record.
 today, we will hear from several commanders, presidents, and rep-
resentatives of veterans’ service organizations. first, representing 
the Veterans of foreign wars of the united states is the Command-
er-in-chief, gary kurpius.  did i get it right, Commander?
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  yes, thank you.
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 THE CHAirMAn.  Commander kurpius was elected in august 31, 
2006, at the VFW’s 107th National convention.  He is the first mem-
ber to be elected to this office from the state of Alaska.  Commander 
kurpius served the united states army from 1967 to 1969.  in Viet-
nam, he served with the 541st transportation Company, providing 
convoy security throughout the central highlands.  he was awarded 
the national defense service medal, the Vietnam service medal with 
four bronze stars, and the republic of Vietnam service medal.
 in 1970, Commander kurpius joined Vfw post 1539 in babbit, 
minnesota, where he became a life member in 1976.  he earned the 
title of all-american post Commander in 1977, and in 1983 was 
named all-american district Commander.
 Commander kurpius transferred to Vfw post 9785 in eagle riv-
er, alaska in 1985, and is currently a life member of the Vfw post 
9365.
 Congratulations on this appointment.
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  representing AMVETS, the national Command-
er, tom mcgriff.  Commander mcgriff was elected national Com-
mander of AMVETS on august 20, 2006, at the organization’s 62nd 
national convention in reno, nevada.  he joined the united states 
navy in 1959, and was assigned to the uss—i am not going to get 
this right—
 Mr. MCGriff.  tiru.
 THE CHAirMAn.  say it again?
 Mr. MCGriff.  tiru.
 THE CHAirMAn.  tiru.  what is tiru?
 Mr. MCGriff.  Tiru is an extinct fish that swam the ocean.
 THE CHAirMAn.  is a what?
 Mr. MCGriff.  It is an extinct fish.
 THE CHAirMAn.  An extinct fish?  But it tastes really good?  All right.  
dr. snyder—all right, i will go with the doctor’s opinion.  wow, and 
this was a submarine?
 Mr. MCGriff.  yes, sir.
 THE CHAirMAn.  it didn’t bother any of you that you were on an ex-
tinct fish?
 Mr. MCGriff.  all submarines at that period of time were named 
after fish.
 Mr. filnEr.  Yes, but not after extinct fish.
 THE CHAirMAn.  yeah, but what about extinct ones? were you the 
only one that had that distinction?
 Mr. MCGriff.  no, there were several.  there were several.
 THE CHAirMAn.  wow.  well, this was a world war ii diesel-elec-
tronic submarine based in pearl harbor.
 Mr. filnEr.  also extinct.
 THE CHAirMAn.  yeah, we don’t have those diesels anymore.
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 he patrolled the coast of the philippines, hong kong, and Japan, 
receiving the armed forces expeditionary medal for his role in skir-
mishes in the disputed islands in the taiwan strait.  Commander 
mcgriff was subsequently assigned to the uss ethan allen, the 
Nation’s first-in-class Polaris submarine, which was armed with 16 
nuclear missiles.
 he is a life member of post 76.  he has held many leadership po-
sitions at national, state, and local levels of AMVETS.  he joined 
AMVETS in 1991, after spending more than 30 years in the united 
states navy.  Congratulations.
 Mr. MCGriff.  thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  speaking for the disabled american Veterans is the 
new national Commander, bradley s. barton. Commander barton, 
a native of indiana, enlisted in the united states marine Corps in 
1966.  in 1968, while serving as a member of the third battalion 26th 
army regiment, the battle of keh sanh during the Vietnam war, he 
was severely wounded when shrapnel from an enemy mortar severed 
his spinal cord.
 as results of his wounds, he was medically separated from the ma-
rine Corps in august, 1968.  following his retirement, Commander 
barton earned his bs degree from indiana university in 1973, and 
his law degree from indiana university in 1982.  Commander barton 
has also been very active in the daV since joining the indianapolis 
chapter three in 1975.  he is a recipient of the daV’s department 
of indiana meritorious occupation achievement award in 1979, and 
was named by indiana governor’s handicapped hoosier of the year 
for 1979.
 he is also a member of several other veterans’ organizations.  Com-
mander barton is currently membership Chairman of the daV Chap-
ter one in portland, oregon, where he and his wife live.
 testifying on behalf of national Commander of the blind Veterans 
of america, larry belote, is dr. thomas zampieri. doctor served ac-
tive duty as a medic in the united states army in 1972 to 1975.  upon 
completing physician assistant training, he served from september 
1978 to august 2000 as an army national guard physician assistant, 
retiring as major.
 during this time, he was involved in several military training pro-
grams and schools, and is currently employed as the national direc-
tor of government relations at bVa.  he was awarded his ph.d. in 
political science from lacrosse university earlier this year.  so con-
gratulations.
 Representing the Noncommissioned Officers Association of United 
states of america is sergeant gene overstreet, nCoa’s president.  
sgt. maj. overstreet entered the marine Corps in June 1966.  he 
served with the third marine division in Vietnam.  sgt. maj. over-
street also served as the marine Corps recruit depot in san diego as 
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a junior drill instructor, senior drill instructor, series gunnery ser-
geant, and chief instructor.
 reassigned to drill instructor school, he was an instructor, drill 
master, and chief instructor.  he was later selected as the twelfth 
sergeant major in the marine Corps in april 1991, and assumed the 
post on June 28, 1991.  sgt. maj. overstreet retired from the marine 
Corps June 1995.  he joined nCoa as vice president, membership 
recruiting, on may 1st, 2001, and accepted the position as president 
august 22 of 2003.
 welcome to all of you. before we begin, we would like to— do all of 
you have written testimony?
 [All nod their head in the affirmative.]
 do you submit that written testimony into the record?
 All acknowledge in the affirmative.  Without objection, it will be 
received in the record.  so ordered.
 on procedural rules, each of you will have 10 minutes to present 
your testimony.  i will give you great latitude to get that in.  and in 
fairness, recognize others also are seeking to testify here today.  so 
when you see the light go off, just you will know what to do, and try 
to wrap up your statement.  and then membership will serve under 
the five- minute rule.
 the Vfw Commander, welcome, and you are recognized.
 
StateMentS OF garY KurPiuS, COMManDer-in-CHieF, 

veteranS OF FOreign WarS OF tHe uniteD StateS; 
tOM MCgriFF, natiOnaL COMManDer, AMVETS; 
BraDLeY S. BartOn, natiOnaL COMManDer, DiS-
aBLeD aMeriCan veteranS;  tOM ZaMPieri, PH.D., 
DireCtOr OF gOvernMent reLatiOnS, BLinDeD 
veteranS aSSOCiatiOn; Sgt. MaJ. H. gene Over-
Street, uSMC (ret.), PreSiDent anD CHieF eXeCu-
tive OFFiCer, nOn COMMiSSiOneD OFFiCerS aSSO-
CiatiOn OF tHe untieD StateS OF aMeriCa

StateMent OF garY KurPiuS

 Mr. KUrpiUS.  thank you, mr. Chairman buyer, ranking member 
filner, distinct members of this Committee.
 as this nation’s largest organization of combat veterans, the Vet-
erans of foreign wars of the u.s. is dedicated to helping one another, 
working as a team, and doing what is right for all who have worn the 
uniform in the past, as well as for all who proudly wear it today.
 I have charged the VFW with a mission of putting veterans first.  It 
is a mission you well understand.  this Veterans affairs Committee is 
the only Congressional Committee with a distinct constituency.  you 
serve not the government or private business, but actual men and 
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women, men and women who bravely served this country, protecting 
everything that america stands for.  it is an important mission.  it is 
a sacred mission.  it is one that must be taken seriously.
 looking back over the last year, i see many good things, but there 
have also been some huge bumps in the road.  first, let us look at the 
good.  After the funding problems of the previous fiscal year, in which 
Va ran out of money due to poor budgetary modeling, the administra-
tion stepped forward and recommended a sufficient amount of money 
for veterans’ programs.
 also, as your Committee formulated the budget recommendations, 
we were pleased that you listened to what we had to say.  you used 
our funding levels from the independent budget as part of your base-
line.  we didn’t get everything that we wanted, but it was a very good 
step, and we appreciate the serious consideration you gave to our 
views and your demonstrated commitment in moving them forward.
 despite the Committee’s and administration’s attention, Va still 
does not have its budget for a fiscal year that begins in a few days.  
this unfortunately is nothing out of the ordinary.  it has been the 
better part of a decade since Va has had a budget on time.  this is a 
major and continuous failure of Congress.
 mr. Chairman, you rightly want Va to operate more like a busi-
ness, using best practices to efficiently care for veterans in a cost-ef-
fective way.  yet, how is Va to operate that way when the managers 
can’t properly plan for the coming year?  no business, let alone one 
as large as the Va, can function without knowing their budget.  yet 
year after year, Congress asks Va to do that.  that is directly at odds 
with how all of us want the Va to operate.
 we have in the past called for changes to Va funding mechanism. 
the discretionary process as currently implemented does not work 
the way it should.  how can we accept that?  if this Congress is go-
ing to fail to live up to its obligation to provide VA sufficient money 
on time, then we need to modify the current funding process.  one of 
the highest priorities of the Vfw is the health care and well-being 
of those men and women returning from conflicts overseas.  While 
the battles are ongoing, the actual individuals fighting are constantly 
changing, and each day sees the creation of hundreds of new veter-
ans.  we have long argued that their care is part of the ongoing cost 
of war.  That fulfillment of that cost—a national obligation—is what 
this Committee is charged with overseeing.
 one of the Vfw’s greatest concerns is the mental health of these re-
turning servicemembers, and the effects it can have on their families.  
Va claims that they are making substantial progress in this area, 
but it is something that needs to be continuously monitored.  making 
sure that these men and women get the counseling and services they 
need to transition back into society and to lead productive lives has 
a big up-front cost, but it is something that, if left unchecked, will 
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create many more problems down the road. many of these problems, 
such as homelessness or mental illness, are things that no veteran 
should suffer from, especially because we can tackle it today.
 another important area that deserves increased attention is care 
related to blast injuries.  we must redouble our efforts in prosthetic 
research and servicing, and also on Va polytrauma centers.
 we also strongly believe that more research and time must be spent 
on traumatic brain injuries.  we must learn more about these injuries 
and be mindful that some of these symptoms might not appear im-
mediately.  we must be attuned to any long-term physical or mental 
impairments that these blasts create.  we must give these service-
men and women every tool they need to heal and become whole.
 that the Vfw can come before this Committee year after year af-
ter year, emphasizing the need for a seamless transition is a disap-
pointment.  i am not sure that we can even point to signs of progress.  
what is being done?  where are the roadblocks?  mr. Chairman, we 
need you, using the oversight powers of this Committee, to give us 
answers to these questions. we know that you share our frustration, 
and we urge you to make this a priority for the coming year.
 what we are asking for, though, isn’t just the mere ability of Va 
computers being able to speak to dod’s computers.  that is certainly 
an essential part, but it is more about giving these men and women a 
hand, and a seamless transition back into a productive society, with 
the skills and training they need to be the leaders of tomorrow.  that 
is going to require emphasis on education and training for real-world 
jobs.
 at a hearing earlier this year, i am told that you offered to look 
into improving the benefits provided under the Montgomery GI Bill, 
but as of today, nothing has been passed into law.  as we look ahead, 
it is important that we focus on the benefits being provided to our 
reservists, especially as they continue to carry a large share of the 
burden of fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan.  These men and women 
are fighting as Active Duty troops.  We need to give them a benefit 
that recognizes their contributions by allowing them to take their 
MGIB benefits with them when they separate.  In this regard, we 
applaud your introduction of h.r. 6096, the disabled war families 
education act of 2006.
 another important area that is integral to a seamless transition 
is an effective vocational rehabilitation office. The influx in service-
disabled veterans creates new challenges, especially when it comes to 
vocational rehabilitation and employment. a truly effective program 
will be focused on a goal of avoiding disability-related unemployabil-
ity later in life, and that will allow the disabled veteran to build a 
career to provide for him or her as well as the veteran’s family. we 
envision a program that will create skills that will help these heroes 
who have sacrificed body and mind, to overcome these obstacles over 
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a lifetime of employment, not just to launch them with a few years 
of jobs.
 unfortunately, i must turn to an issue which has taken up much 
of this Committee’s time, and which is of utmost concern for our 2.4 
million members. the recent failure of Va to adequately secure vet-
erans’ sensitive financial and medical data is disgraceful.  To say that 
we are disappointed with the leadership of Va is an understatement.  
It is especially distressing for our servicemembers fighting overseas 
to know that they and their families may be financially harmed be-
cause of mishandling of sensitive personal data.  the last thing they 
need to be worrying about on the battlefield is if their families are 
going to be okay, and if their credit is going to be ruined by a bunch 
of thieves.  this is why we are very disturbed by the withdrawal of 
the administration’s offer to provide one year of credit monitoring 
services.  it is outrageous that the government would not err on the 
side of caution with potentially 27 million veterans and family mem-
bers at risk, and a litany of data breaches coming to light.  we of the 
VFW are most gratified with how seriously this Committee has taken 
the problem, and that your series of hearings have focused on getting 
to the root of the problem and providing permanent solutions.  we 
would urge that you not relent in this most important effort. looking 
forward, VA needs flexibility, the ability to adapt and change as tech-
nology transforms.  this Committee clearly needs to exercise rigorous 
oversight of Va to ensure that these sorts of disgraceful problems do 
not occur in the future, but oversight does not automatically mean 
micromanagement.
 as we look forward, another major challenge confronting Va for the 
coming year, as has been the case for a number of years now, is the 
ineffective operation of the Veterans Benefits Administration. The 
claims backlog is a persistent problem, something my predecessors 
have highlighted every time they come before this Committee. that 
i can still sit here, citing an ever-growing number of cases highlights 
Va’s inability to develop and implement a proper plan to tackle this 
problem.
 Vfw witnesses have always stressed that Vba’s problem is, at its 
core, a problem with the quality of their decisions. by their own mea-
surement, Vba commits serious errors on over 100,000 cases every 
year. these are not minor errors; they can affect the quality of the 
future lives of veterans and their families. Vba has no plan to ad-
dress this problem, and we urge you to make it a focus of your over-
sight this year. despite best efforts and intent, Va has been unable 
to manage its case load, and the backlog swells daily. as the number 
of pending claims increases, the difficulties of managing the backlog 
and implementing solutions increases.
 Va tells us that it takes several years for a new employee to get up 
to speed with the adjudication process. there are many complexities 
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and technicalities, which make immediate mastery difficult. Speed 
and accuracy come with practice.  yet, there is little continuity of 
funding within Vba.
 what is the goal to make Va better?  what are the plans? it isn’t 
just enough to throw money at these issues, a sentiment i am sure 
you on this Committee share.  but, the problems Va faces do, by and 
large, relate to funding.  we’re not asking you to throw money into a 
pit.  Instead, we ask for VA to be run efficiently with proper oversight.  
That is not too much to ask.  Above all, veterans must come first.
 before i conclude, i would like to discuss one related issue that is 
before your Committee, the Veterans Choice of representation act.  
This bill would allow veterans to hire lawyers when first filing a dis-
ability compensation claim, something that they’re prevented from 
doing now.  At first blush this sounds like a great idea, but it is some-
thing that the Vfw is greatly concerned with.  in fact, at our recent 
national Convention, our membership voted in strong opposition to 
this proposal.  before embarking on the path which has brought me 
to this office, I served as a service officer in Alaska for over twenty 
years.  it is a profoundly rewarding job, and one that i look back on 
with great fondness.  there’s a lot of satisfaction in helping a disabled 
comrade get treatment and compensation for his or her injuries.  i 
fear that passage of this bill would dramatically change the non-ad-
versarial relationship for the worse.  the system, while not perfect, 
is intended to serve veterans sympathetically and efficiently at this 
initial level.  this law, we fear, would result in less timely service 
of claims, and would provide program administrators with justifica-
tion to ratchet back the service and assistance they provide, harming 
veterans who choose not to or cannot afford to spend money on a 
lawyer.
 the problem with the current system and the backlog is not be-
cause of the lack of legal representation, but because a lack of fund-
ing.  the numbers we toss around for funding or case load aren’t just 
numbers.  they are real people, people who have worn the uniform of 
this great nation, their survivors and their dependents.  it is some-
times hard to keep this fact in mind.  that is exactly why i’ve charged 
my organization with putting “Veterans first.” everything the Vfw 
does, and everything that this Committee undertakes must be done 
with this in mind.
 i challenged the great men and women of the Vfw to put “Veter-
ans first,” and i charge you with the same, for they are who we truly 
serve, and who we must put first in our hearts and priorities.
 thank you for the opportunity to testify here today, and i will be 
happy to respond to any questions you may have.
 [The statement of Gary Kurpius appears on p. 93]

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much for your testimony. that was 
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our second bell.  i will recess the Committee and we will return after 
this one vote to take up testimony.  the Committee stand in recess 
for about 15 minutes.
 [Recess.]
 Mr. Miller. [Presiding]  I call this hearing back to order, taking over 
the chair in the absence of the Chairman, who had to go to energy 
and Commerce to make a vote.  he will be back sometime a little 
later.  we appreciate your indulgence, as we all had to go to a vote.
 next up, AMVETS’ national Commander, mr. tom mcgriff, the 
man who spent many a day aboard a submarine named after an ex-
tinct fish.  You are recognized, sir.

StateMent OF tOM MCgriFF

 Mr. MCGriff.  thank you, mr. Chairman, members of the Commit-
tee.
 earlier this month, we paused to remember those who lost their 
lives on september 11th.  the attacks against the world trade Cen-
ter, the pentagon, and the failed attempt in pennsylvania began a 
new era in american history.  since that horrible day, this nation 
has been engaged in a different kind of war.  when our troops return 
home with physical, psychological wounds, we have a great moral 
obligation to care for them.
 I sincerely believe that an elected official has no greater duty than 
to provide for those who have bravely defended our nation, and our 
freedoms.  mr. Chairman, the focus of today’s hearing is to look at 
what the Committee has accomplished this year, and look ahead to 
next year.  we certainly thank the Committee for its work in pass-
ing measures aimed to restrict protest at military funerals, enhance 
servicemen’s life, provide veterans with a Cola, improve veterans’ 
housing, and strengthen the Va’s information technology, and other 
matters.
 but i think it is more important to look at where we are today and 
examine the areas that need to be improved.  i will focus my remarks 
on four issues: assured funding, veterans’ mental health, the claims 
backlog, and the veterans’ attorney legislation.
 first with assured funding.  every time we send our young men 
and women into combat, we are asking them to make a huge sacrifice.  
their lives and their health care are the real follow-up cost to any 
war.  The VA budget for fiscal year 2007 was a step in the right direc-
tion, but it does not go far enough to meet the needs of all veterans.  
Members of Congress touted that this is the first year the Indepen-
dent budget has been used to tabulate the Va’s budget.
 i ask why?  the independent budget has been in existence for over 
20 years, and has proven time and time again to be the most accurate 
estimate of Va’s funding requirements.  if you are to be serious about 
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meeting the needs of veterans, use the Independent budget figures in 
fiscal year 2008.
 Veterans’ health care is an ongoing cost of war, and should be 
treated as such.  access to quality health care has been compromised 
by budget shortfalls, rising medical costs and a sharp increase in de-
mand for services.  the current discretionary funding formula pits 
Va against other agencies and billions in pork barrel projects.  we 
believe the system needs to be fixed through assured funding.
 Contrary to some beliefs, Congress would not lose oversight if as-
sured funding was put in place.  Congress would retain its supervision 
of Va programs and additionally, Va would still be held accountable 
for how its funds are being spent and how well its programs are man-
aged.  in fact, most federal health care programs are funded through 
mandatory funding.  isn’t it only fair to put our nation’s sick and 
disabled veterans on the same level as these other entitlements?
 second, our veterans’ mental health services.  operation enduring 
freedom and operation iraqi freedom have resulted in the deploy-
ment of hundreds of thousands of troops since 2002. approximately 
one third of returning military personnel will need mental health 
treatment.  for those who served in iraq, 35 percent requested men-
tal health services one year after deployment.  we have learned from 
past conflicts that war has long-lasting psychological effects.  But get-
ting a handle on PTSD and other disorders is tremendously difficult.  
the effects vary for each person.  some never show symptoms, others 
show them immediately.
 unfortunately, Va has had an uneven record of service to veterans 
with mental health needs.  Vha must invest resources in programs 
that aid patients’ recovery rather than managing and treating symp-
toms.  Va should develop a continuum of care that includes case man-
agement, rehabilitation, peer support, work therapy, and other sup-
port services with an over arching goal of recovery.  additionally, Va 
must work hand-in-hand with dod to help returning servicemembers 
get their mental health treatment.
 we applaud Congress for putting into place special safeguards to 
ensure Va gives priority to veterans with idle illnesses.  but more 
needs to be done.  i encourage this Committee to continue its efforts 
to help Va assist veterans on the long road to recovery.
 third, our claims backlogs.  the Va continues to experience chal-
lenges processing veterans’ disability compensation and pension 
claims.  The backlog is at a critical stage, with significant errors 
numbering 100,000 per year.  the average claim takes more than six 
months to complete, and appeals of denied claims can take as long as 
three years.
 also, many experienced claims processors are reaching retirement 
age.  according to Vba, it takes two to three years of experience for 
claims processors to achieve a fully productive level of expertise.  Cur-
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rently, about half of Vba’s staff has 3 years or less of decision-making 
experience.  Vba needs to tackle this problem now, and AMVETS be-
lieves Vba is capable of reducing backlogs and improving error rates, 
but only if and when new technology, better training, more staff, and 
real accountability is implemented. that takes time and money.  not 
budget cuts and staff reductions, which have been proposed in recent 
budgets.
 in fact, AMVETS is so passionate about looking at claims and 
other Vba challenges, we are hosting a national symposium for the 
needs of young Veterans in mid-october.  the symposium’s goals 
are to reach a consensus on the key problems facing veterans, offer 
solutions that will modify the system, and suggest how to enhance 
benefits for the National Guard and Reservists.  In November 2006, 
the symposium will publish an action plan that will prioritize the 
steps needed to provide a modern benefits program and an effective 
delivery system.  if you are concerned about the future of veterans’ 
benefits in America, I encourage you to support us in this endeavor 
and study our action plan.  I am confident the symposium will provide 
Congress and Va with a report that will improve the system now and 
into the 21st century.
 lastly, the Veterans Choice of representation legislation.  AM-
VETS has serious concerns about the house and senate bills.  as you 
know, the senate passed their version with a number of veterans ben-
efits enhancements attached to it.  We support the added language 
now contained in the senate bill, except the attorney provision.
 Vsos provide, free of charge, excellent representation to any vet-
eran, member or not, within the community.  AMVETS has specially 
trained representatives stationed around the country to assist veter-
ans wanting to file a claim.  We have access to the VA system, know 
exactly who to contact, and are acquainted with the people who make 
the decisions.  We feel we provide a greater and more efficient service 
than any lawyer could.
 if attorneys are allowed into the system, it would overturn veter-
ans’ protections that have been in place since the Civil war.  it will 
not improve the procedure, or make it more efficient; just the oppo-
site would be true.  The benefits system was designed to be an open, 
informal process. adding lawyers to the mix will create a potentially 
hostile situation between the veteran and the Va.  furthermore, the 
Va can’t handle lawyers.  most lawyers do not have an understand-
ing of veterans law, the vast Va bureaucracy, or even know what is 
rightfully due to the veteran.  Va will no doubt be bombarded with 
calls from legal aids wanting to know exactly how the Va works and 
how to navigate the system.  VBA is financially strapped as it is, and 
claims backlogs continue to grow without this added burden.
 i suggest the Committee explore ways to reduce pending cases 
by fixing staff shortfalls, improving training programs, and holding 
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claims processors accountable for the quality of their work.  this is 
what is going to reduce the backlog, not attorneys.
 one last point i will mention, mr. Chairman, is the yearly Vso tes-
timony.  as you know, the Vsos traditionally presented our agenda 
before a joint meeting of Veterans affairs in the springtime.  last 
year, joint hearing were dissolved in favor of a full Committee hear-
ing, but it was held just days after the president released his budget 
proposal.  this is clearly not enough time to review a budget as com-
plex as the Va’s.  while funding for Va is one of AMVETS’ top priori-
ties, our annual testimony addresses issues that go above and beyond 
the matters of just the budget.
 i am certain the Committee wants complete and accurate views 
from the veterans community when it looks at the agenda items for a 
new Congress, which is why we ask these important hearings contin-
ue next year.  but please schedule them in march, so we can provide 
you with a thorough assessment from our organization.
 in closing, mr. Chairman, AMVETS looks forward to working with 
you and the Committee to ensure the earned benefits of America’s 
veterans are strengthened and improved. this concludes my testi-
mony.  thank you again for the opportunity to appear here before 
you today, and i will be happy to answer any questions that you may 
have.
 Mr. MillEr.  thank you, mr. mcgriff.  we appreciate your testi-
mony.
 [The statement of Tom McGriff appears on p. 101]

StateMent OF BraDLeY S. BartOn

 Mr. MillEr.  we will move to bradley barton, national Command-
er, disabled american Veterans.  Commander, you are up.
 Mr. BArTon.  mr. Chairman, members of the Veterans affairs Com-
mittee, on behalf of the more than 1.3 million members of the dis-
abled american Veterans, i am honored to appear before you today 
to discuss the state of Veterans Affairs for the current fiscal year and 
upcoming year.
 for more than 30 years, i have been active in supporting daV’s 
mission of building better lives for our nation’s disabled veterans and 
their families.  and since my retirement from the legal profession, 
fulfilling that mission has been a full-time job for me.  My fellow dis-
abled veterans have placed their confidence in me as the National 
Commander, to carry their message to Congress and to the american 
people, and i will not let them down.
 As the current fiscal year draws to a close, we hear from VA offi-
cials around the country that health care funding shortfalls continue 
to hamper their ability to care for sick and disabled veteran.  they 
are unable or unwilling to hire the needed medical staff in large part 
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because of problems with their current budget process.  but just days 
before the new fiscal year, the VA still does not have an appropria-
tions bill.  for years, the daV has voiced our concerns that the cur-
rent budget process is a failure.  it fails to serve veterans, it fails to 
serve the Va, and it fails the american taxpayer.
 It is impossible for the VA to plan for the coming fiscal year, when 
it does not know what its budget will be, or when it will get its alloca-
tion.  and that is no way to run the second largest federal agency, 
with the country’s largest integrated health care system.
 the Va simply cannot function properly under those conditions.  
Although the proposed VA budget for fiscal year 2007 comes close to 
the levels recommended by the daV and other co-authors of the in-
dependent budget, an additional $2 billion in discretionary funding 
is needed.  We are also very concerned about another tightfisted bud-
get for fiscal year 2008, and its impact on the needs of our Nation’s 
veterans.
 For years, the DAV has been fighting to make sure that veterans’ 
health care is adequately funded, and that those funds are available 
on the first day of the new fiscal year. Chairman, I call upon you 
to join the daV and the entire veterans community in an open and 
frank discussion of the current Va appropriations process, and how 
that process might be improved to better serve our nation’s sick and 
disabled veterans.
 i will now turn my attention to an issue of great importance to the 
DAV, and those veterans seeking benefits from the VA.  Recently, the 
senate passed s. 2694, which would permit attorneys to charge veter-
ans for services rendered in the preparation, presentation, and pros-
ecution of their Va claims.  there are also two bills in the house that 
would allow attorneys to charge veterans a fee to represent them.  
h.r. 4914, introduced by Congressman lane evans, and h.r. 5549, 
introduced by Congressman Jeff miller.
 The DAV firmly believes that allowing attorneys to charge a fee to 
represent veterans would not be in the best interests of the veterans, 
and would be detrimental to the Va as well.  as an attorney and a 
veteran, who has considerable experience with the Va claims pro-
cess, it is difficult to see how allowing attorneys to charge for their 
services will improve the situation.
 what ails the Va claims system has nothing to do with who veter-
ans choose to represent them.  the real issues are the timeliness and 
accuracy of the decisions handed down by Va claims workers.  i can 
understand why some attorneys advocate changing the system, and 
some veterans honestly believe that they would receive better repre-
sentation by attorneys.  but empirical data from the board of Veter-
ans’ appeals tells that attorneys have a lower average allowance rate 
than veterans’ service organizations.
 Veterans who fought for our country should never have to fight 
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their government to get the benefits a grateful Nation has provided 
for their sacrifices and service.  Congress itself intended that these 
benefits be provided with a minimum of difficulty.  It is important to 
understand the differences between the Va process and litigation.  
in the Va process, its employees counsel veterans on their eligibility 
for benefits.  The VA will assist the veteran in completing and filing 
the relatively informal application for benefits. The VA also takes the 
initiative to advance the claim through the process, and Congress 
placed the duty on the Va to ensure that all laws and regulations 
pertinent to the case are faithfully applied.
 admittedly, the Va has often fallen short.  the Va sometimes de-
nies veterans claim erroneously, even arbitrarily.  Veterans some-
times do have to fight the bureaucracy to obtain what they are clearly 
due.  however, regular involvement of lawyers in the claims system 
would turn the informal pro-veteran process into a formal, legalistic, 
and more adversarial one.
 the Va would have to devote a whole legion of employees just to 
review attorney fee agreements, for example.  and the overall in-
crease in administrative costs might have to be paid for by reducing 
veterans services elsewhere.  a far better use of the Va’s already 
limited resources would be to hire more claims workers, and provide 
intensive training to improve the quality, as well as the timeliness, 
of decisions.
 the Va also must enforce uniform quality standards through more 
effective management, and exercise real accountability at all levels.  
more timely medical examinations and better information sharing 
between the Veterans Benefits Administration and the VA health 
care facilities, are also needed.
 only when the Va has taken these steps, and Congress provides 
the necessary resources, will veterans receive the level of service they 
deserve.  the Va’s objective and its duty is to provide timely, accurate 
decisions on veterans’ claims.  as you know, Congress deliberately 
designed the Va administrative claims process to be non-adversarial, 
and veteran-friendly.  Disability compensation and other benefits for 
veterans and their families should go to the intended beneficiaries, 
not lawyers.
 by passing a measure allowing lawyers to charge for claims as-
sistance, this Congress would be admitting that it is unable to per-
form its oversight role to ensure that the Va claims system works 
as intended.  the argument that veterans should have a choice to be 
represented by a lawyer ignores the intent of Congress that the Va 
provide all entitled claimants with all benefits affordable under the 
law.
 As an attorney, I know firsthand how lawyers are trained, and how 
they think and react in the legal arena. believe me, this is not what 
you want for the Va claims process.  enactment of these bills would 
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profoundly change the claims process to the detriment of the veteran.  
we believe there is a potential for wide-ranging, unintended conse-
quences, that will benefit neither veterans, nor the government.
 daV delegates to our national convention in Chicago, august 12 
through 15, unanimously passed the resolution opposing passage of 
this legislation.  the daV does not stand alone in its opposition to 
these bills.  this legislation is also opposed by the veterans of foreign 
wars of the united states and AMVETS, and several other military 
and veterans organization.  and i remind you, the Va itself is op-
posed to this ill-advised change in the law.
 we therefore call upon the members of this Committee to oppose 
the legislation that would remove the restriction on lawyers charging 
a fee to prepare, present, and prosecute claims for veterans’ benefits.
 and on another very important matter, Chairman, i hope that you 
will give serious consideration to the daV’s request to present our 
national legislative agenda to a joint session of the house and senate 
Veterans affairs Committees on february 27, 2007.
 mr. Chairman, this completes my testimony.  thank you for allow-
ing me this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the disabled 
american Veterans to share our views on the state of Veterans af-
fairs.  thank you also for all that your Committee has done, and all 
that you will do for veterans in the future.
 [The statement of Bradley S. Barton appears on p. 108]

StateMent OF tHOMaS ZaMPieri

 Mr. MillEr.  thank you, mr. barton.  we appreciate your testi-
mony today.  and continuing to move along, because we have a pretty 
healthy list, we would like to ask the director of government relations 
for the blinded Veterans association, bVa, dr. thomas zampieri, if 
you would please proceed.
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  yes, sir.  mr. Chairman and members of the house 
Veterans affairs Committee, on behalf of the blinded Veterans as-
sociation, we appreciate this opportunity to present our views today, 
and a look-back at 2006, and the priorities for 2007.
 this year, bVa has become increasingly frustrated by the lack of 
significant changes in the VA’s ability to provide a full continuum 
of blind outpatient rehabilitative services. before getting into that, 
though, i want to bring up a couple cases that have caused us a great 
deal of alarm.
 Recently, we found out that we are starting to find individuals in 
different medical hold companies in different locations around the 
country.  oif and oef servicemembers who have had severe eye in-
juries, or have in some cases been blinded in combat have been put in 
medical hold companies, and the VA has never been notified of their 
existence.
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 we recently found a 22-year navy corpsmen who had been in the 
navy reserves, who was down at Camp lejeune, and he was down 
there in medical hold for four months.  he was discharged september 
8 back to his hometown in ohio, and his instructions were, “when 
you get home, find the closest VA hospital and try to get an eye clinic 
appointment.’’
 we also found an active-duty army sergeant major at fort bragg, 
north Carolina, who had traumatic brain injury, and was legally 
blind.  and much to our surprise, we found him on abC evening news 
when they were doing the story about the reduction in funding for the 
traumatic brain injuries Center at walter reed.  well, surprise, we 
found that he has also never been referred to the Va, even though he 
is about to be discharged in october.
 And then yesterday, I find an individual, an Air Force servicemem-
ber out in Colorado who was blinded in July, was discharged recently 
home to California.  Again, the VA was never notified.
 these cases should begin to demonstrate our complete lack of con-
fidence in the seamless transition, and makes me wonder what kind 
of complete disconnect there is between dod and Va.  we hear here 
frequently about how we have placed case managers at dod facili-
ties from the VA, and the VA comes in and testifies about how they 
are able to track these individuals, and these are just three examples, 
and i could give you about eight more, of cases that we recently have 
found that have fallen through the cracks.
 in regards to traumatic brain injury, which i mentioned, this is a 
serious problem that is going to be confronting everyone.  as of Janu-
ary 14, 2006, dod reported over 11,852 of the returning wounded 
servicemembers had been exposed to ied blasts, or other types of 
explosion.  with this came the report that over 1800 servicemembers 
are now diagnosed with traumatic brain injury from walter reed.  
they admit that this is the signature injury of this war.  and the 
complications from blast-related injuries can be anywhere from mild, 
to moderate, to severe.
 in our case, we are extremely worried because epidemiological re-
search studies have shown that about 24 percent of all tbi patients 
have visual disorders.  some of these are extremely subtle, but they 
can have a major impact on the individual.  blurred vision, double vi-
sion, problems with distance, being able to read and interpret print; 
all these things can affect them long-term.
 we are concerned about the lack of screening of those at risk of 
tbi, and would urge this Committee to ensure that both dod and Va 
medical staff have training on identification, diagnosis, and appropri-
ate management of tbi.
 we also supported fully the senate defense appropriations of $19 
million, the amendment that was approved recently, and hope that 
the house will also approve this.
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 recently, harvard and Columbia universities took a look at where 
we are headed at, and the estimated cost of medical treatment for 
tbi servicemembers.  in the next 20 years, the Va could face $14 bil-
lion in estimated expenses associated with traumatic brain injuries.
 we also are concerned we found recently, between march of 2003 
and april of 2006, that walter reed army medical center has now 
publicly admitted that 16 percent of all servicemembers evacuated 
from iraq had eye injuries; that they had treated over 670 soldiers 
with either blindness or moderate to severe visual injuries, and that 
the naval national medical Center had operated on over 360 navy or 
marine Corps personnel who had eye injuries.
 much our surprise though, they refused to provide this information 
to the department of Veterans affairs, even though we had a meeting 
out there a couple of weeks ago, because they said, “we have concerns 
over hipaa, so we don’t want to release these individuals’ names, 
social security numbers, and information to the Va.’’
 it is just astounding to us, not only from a standpoint of that state-
ment, but also that the Va’s computer system won’t be able to ac-
cess their inpatient medical records, because the computer systems 
currently, at this stage, can only access four things, which are out-
patient type of items such as pharmaceuticals, outpatient labs, and 
some other information.
 we wonder where this is going.  for the full continuum of care, 
blinded Veterans association has constantly worked with this Com-
mittee, and with the Va, on trying to get improved resources for 
blinded veterans, and especially those older veterans who have age-
related visual impairments.
 The GAO testified in front of this Committee in July 22, 2004, say-
ing that the Va needed more additional outpatient resources, for the 
full continuum of care.  the Va visual impairment advisory board 
has examined and looked at this issue internally since then.  they 
have made recommendations. the Va did an internal gaap analy-
sis, which looked at what current services were available, and they 
found in the middle of all this, with the large numbers of returning 
casualties with eye injuries, that 80 Va medical centers currently, 
according to the Va’s own internal gaap analysis, have no basic out-
patient blind services for veterans.
 only 14 medical centers in the entire system can provide the full 
scope of advanced blind rehabilitative services. the Va visual im-
pairment advisory board also looked at the financial projections for 
expansion of low vision services, and issued a report in november 
of 2005, that the total costs to implement a cost effective outpatient 
blind rehabilitative services would be less than $14 million.  to this 
date, though, only one new outpatient program has been established 
since July 22, 2004, when GAO testified before this Committee.
 we would strongly like to urge that this Committee pass h.r. 3579, 
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the blind rehabilitative outpatient specialist, that this bill would pro-
vide would make a substantial step towards the right direction in 
providing more outpatient services at Va medical centers.
 Currently, three out of the four Va polytrauma centers didn’t have 
a blind specialist on their staff, even though they are supposed to 
have full multidisciplinary staff at those centers.  until just recently, 
this spring, did they hire any of these individuals.
 there are two programs that help not only would with the trau-
matic brain injuries screening, but also with the older, aging popu-
lation with visual impairments.  one is a Visor program, which 
is a Visual impairment services outpatient rehabilitative program.  
and the other one is a low-vision optometry program; Visual impair-
ment Centers to optimize remaining sight, called ViCtors.  both 
of these programs are outpatient programs.  they are operated with 
the intent of being able to not only provide the full scope of services 
for outpatients, but also to be able to provide follow-up care for those 
veterans who need further care.
 most of these programs are extremely cost effective, and yet we 
have been unable to get the funding to establish 18 of these programs, 
which would be $9.5 million.  we wonder, then, when we hear about 
the robust budget, where the money is?
 mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to testify here today 
on these critical issues, and will be happy to answer any questions 
that you have.
 [The statement of Tom Zampieri appears on p. 115 ]

StateMent OF Sgt. MaJ. gene OverStreet

 Mr. MillEr.  thank you very much, doctor.  we’ll move along to the 
Non-Commissioned Officers Association of America.  Sergeant Major 
gene overstreet.  sergeant major.
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  thank you, mr. Chairman and distinguished 
members of the Committee.  we are pleased to be here before you to-
day, before this Committee, and to share some of our perspectives on 
the Va, as we look forward and look back.  thank you for implement-
ing our written record into the testimony, sir.
 the association is grateful for you holding this hearing.  we think 
it evidences the genuine concern, as you look at the programs and 
resources provided by the Va.  we also think that it weighs the future 
financially for the years in the future accordingly.  This must be done 
to ensure that the resources and priorities are in place to honor this 
nation’s institutional commitment to those who have served in the 
military.
 please note that i emphasize for the Va to honor all our nation’s 
commitment to those who have served.  all those who have served.  
We cannot forget the service and sacrifices of our earlier generations, 
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as well as that are serving today.
 the honoring of the commitment to the military members and their 
families, and our survivors, with appropriate benefit health care, all 
the way from when they separate or when they go on active duty, all 
the way to the grave site.
 as you can see today, i am joined by a lot of veterans here.  i had 
the opportunity to introduce the president of the united states a 
couple of years ago at arlington Cemetery.  and i said to him and all 
those great veterans that were watching that preceding, that “you 
know, i have a friend in san diego.  he is a retired marine.  he is a 
sergeant major.  and every time he introduces himself, he will tell 
you that he is a marine.  he will tell you that he is retired.  but the 
very next word out of his mouth, he will tell you that he is still serv-
ing.”  sir, ma’am, if you look around this room, all these veterans are 
still serving.  we have a lot of veterans across this great country that 
are still serving, and that is why i say let us honor all those who have 
served in the past.
 as we enter the second session of the 109th Congress, the nation’s 
military force has more servicewomen and men deployed in the war 
on global terror, and more military forces from the reserve and guard 
members on active duty, for longer periods of time, of any time since 
world war ii.  most of them have deployed more than once.  as a 
matter of fact, if the Chairman was here, he would suggest, after he 
went over there, most of them have served three, and even on their 
fourth tour, as they go.  and every one of them, every enlisted mem-
ber, who will hold their right hand and swear to affirm the words of 
the military oath of enlistment—simple words, but very profound—to 
provide the very essence of service for every military man and wom-
an, other ultimate declaration; these 12 words: “to support and de-
fend the Constitution of the united states.’’
 i would submit to you, sir, that nowhere in there—and i’ve said 
this before and i will say this again—that there are any qualifying 
remarks in there about “if resources are available,” or “if we had the 
money to take care of you.’’
 i would also suggest to you, sir, every time, from the newest recruit, 
to that sergeant major, or colonel, or general, that retires at the other 
end, i would suggest to you that they think, when they raised their 
hand and say those words, that they are going to get the best equip-
ment, and the best training that this nation can offer.  i would also 
say to you, sir, if one of them should fall in the line of duty, that this 
institution will support those veterans, from a grateful nation, for 
them and their survivors, regardless of what that is.  like you and 
every veteran in this room today knows the freedom enjoyed by all 
americans has a price, this nation’s commitment to care for them 
who have borne the battle, their widow and their orphans; i would 
suggest to you, sir, that is the payment.
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 today, we focus on a look-back and a look-forward, to meet the 
needs of america’s veterans as we move forward in time.  first of 
all, sir, i would suggest to you that productivity enhancements of in-
formation technology and artificial integration are still not online to 
work benefit claims.  The claims backlog will further extend the claim 
time line for processing.  sir, we need to hire a full-time employee to 
fill our perceived void.  Those time lines continue to get longer and 
longer for claims processing all the time.
 the it, we want to put a band-aid on this.  it is not going to take 
a band-aid.  we fully recognize that it is going to take two to three 
years to properly implement that. we think that that is going to hap-
pen.
 the bottom line is taking care of real live veterans. that is the bot-
tom line.  we suggest that you need to do this.  obviously, there is 
no great need or a super-duper IT program that manages efficiencies 
and productivity.  the issue right now is a process of the high-volume 
of claims that we receive.  as you know, we got more guard, more 
reserve, more whatever.  the war is still going on.  we recognize that 
the board remands and blue water navy oa claims, anticipated blue 
water navy diC claims, and other veterans appeal actions.  let us 
stop penalizing the veterans for the untimely final claim processing, 
because of management snafus associated with the department’s 
it program.
 training of all involved in the Vba claim process, to include initial 
development of claims, reviewing the claims, submitting the process, 
reviewing telephone representatives and service; make sure that 
they are accurate in giving good information.  train to me to qualify-
able standards.  we must do this to reduce the backlog.  nCoa does 
not believe that the Va is adequately funded to complete its mission. 
Veterans sick in VA health care and services for the first time are 
well above projections.  the war is not ended.  more veterans are 
expected.  nCoa recognizes the fragmentation as it occurs in health 
care.  scheduling delays, past attempts to disenfranchise veterans 
from user fees, higher co-pay, locking out veterans.  systems are sig-
nal of an underfunded discretionary health system.  nCoa believes 
that it is time to make the Va health care system mandatory fund-
ing.
 Clearly, pressing issues for the Va today is their budget, and their 
staff.  we all understand that and know that.  we need to establish 
long-overdue medicare plus choice programs.  nCoa has not forgot-
ten the 2002 vision of the department of Veterans affairs to bring 
subvention funding. nor have we forgotten the envisioned income 
stream from triCare for medical reimbursement of non-service-
connected health care by medical retirees, and possible dependants 
where feasible.
 it is time to review these efforts and enhance the funding capabil-
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ity of the Vha.  secure maximum reimbursement from insurance 
programs for those served by the Va health care system.  health care 
appointments, quality standards, for those returning from oif and 
OEF, have not really been a hard difficult to secure appointments for 
entering the health care system.  however, there is a severe short-
age of mental health care staff managing existing patients.  far less 
returning from OIF OEF veterans, who are required specifically as it 
is related to ptsd or other mental health, shortage of mental health 
bed spaces for ptsd, substance abuse, alcohol abuse, drugs, suicide; 
there is a severe shortage of those.
 homeless veterans are a raising number of veterans being identi-
fied as homeless in America.  Recent numbers project as much as 
190,000.  whereas, we are going to have a shortfall not to be able to 
take care of that many veterans.
 you know, only a couple of years ago, we were arguing that it 
was less than 150,000.  within a year and a half, now, we are over 
190,000.  what a shame.  growing numbers from oef are part of 
those numbers, as well, and that is really pushing the numbers up.  
that is evidence by the report from the gao.
 as we conclude today, sir, recently in—certainly not our last rec-
ommendation—mr. Chairman, and members of the house Veterans, 
we place before you two concerns for your support as the Va moves 
forward.  first, Va needs to secure its role in the medical research 
and development for programs designed for seriously war-injured—i 
say again, seriously war-injured.  these programs would include re-
search into the evolving new medical intervention and treatment of 
traumatic brain injuries, and rehabilitation models for brain inju-
ries.
 you may not want to hear this, but nCoa strongly is convinced 
that the administration in the Va should be an advocate for those 
medical research to pursue stem cell research for amputees, spinal 
cord injury, and nerve cell functional integration.
 we suggest unless you do that, some veterans are going to be left 
behind.  second, mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, nCoa 
believes that your efforts are needed to convince the armed forces 
service Committee to revisit the health care record problem.  Va 
has developed a nationally acclaimed computerized patient records 
system.  it is a great system.  the Va model could be tweaked for 
additional military data to include toxic exposures to meet dod re-
quirements, and all of the other requirements that they have.  we 
have a good model on the ground right now that we know that works.  
rather than someone creating their own paradigm that don’t link 
up to the Va, and we can’t even transfer the records from one to the 
other, and that is, you know, we’re leaving a lot of people out of the 
system like that.
 we think, let us take a system that is a proven system, and develop 
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it for both, because we think it will work for both.  they have an ef-
fective medical record that can be communicated around the block or 
around the world at the same time.  what does this do for seamless 
transition?  this makes a seamless transition much easier and much 
more seamless than it has ever been before.
 mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee, nCoa 
thank you for this time, and appreciates the invitation to appear be-
fore you.
 [The statement of Sgt. Maj. Overstreet appears on p. 124]

 THE CHAirMAn.  [Presiding]  Thank you very much.
 the members were going to be in session until probably very late 
on the 29th, which is next friday, which means a lot of the Commit-
tees are doing markups on a lot of different bills and trying to gain 
access to the floor prior to the 29th, so I just want to let you know 
why members are not here, and coming and going.  we are having 
a markup on nih, in the Commerce Committee, which i am also a 
member, so i apologize for my absence.
 i had, last night, the opportunity to read your testimonies.  and let 
me compliment you on the substantive nature of your testimony, and 
also the oral presentations. we, in our negotiations at the moment 
with the senate on pending bills, i have to go deep and into a narrow 
lane, quickly.
 so as i understand, let me make sure i can get this correct.  with 
regard to the issue on attorney representation in the claims process, 
Vfw opposes?  is that correct?
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  Correct.
 THE CHAirMAn.  AMVETS opposes?
 Mr. MCGriff.  Correct.
 THE CHAirMAn.  daV opposes?
 Mr. BArTon.  wholeheartedly.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right, that is not an undecided. wholeheartedly 
opposes?
 Mr. BArTon.  opposes, yes.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay.  and mr. barton, your organization?  i am 
sorry, mr. barton opposes.  dr. zampieri?
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  we oppose it.
 THE CHAirMAn.  blind Veterans opposes.  nCoa?
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  we do not oppose it, sir.
 THE CHAirMAn.  “we do not oppose,” that is a double negative, ser-
geant major.  do you support larry Craig’s position, the senate posi-
tion?
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  we support the legislative position.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay, you support the legislative position.
 all right, now let me go to the testimony of the four that oppose.  
with regard to a bill, mr. evans’ bill that would—let me get the accu-
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rate language.  mr. evans’ approach would be an attorney could enter 
the process after a notice of disagreement has been issued.  would 
that change the position of the Vfw at all?  would you still oppose?
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  still opposed.
 THE CHAirMAn.  AMVETS?
 Mr. MCGriff.  AMVETS is still opposed, sir.
 THE CHAirMAn.  daV?
 Mr. BArTon.  we are still opposed, sir.
 THE CHAirMAn.  wholeheartedly?
 Mr. BArTon.  Wholeheartedly.  Emphatically. Definitely, we are op-
posed.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right, that is a lot of adjectives. i got it.  blinded 
veterans?
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  we would probably support that part of it.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay, so if you went with the evans approach, then 
you would support?  all right, that is important for us to know.
 sergeant major, that didn’t change your position at all, i know.  if 
you are hard over on that one, then you would also support the evans 
approach; would that be correct?
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  Correct.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right.  with the witnesses on the second panel, i 
have to go down the same questions, so please prepare for that.
 there was a question at the subcommittee on disability assistance 
and memorial affairs when they held an oversight hearing, on the op-
erations at the board of Veterans appeals. the past president of the 
national organization of Veterans advocates stated, and i quote, “as 
unsophisticated persons, claimants almost invariably lack the skills 
to determine what evidence they need to produce.  what they need is 
a set of skills that experienced lawyers acquire.’’
 now, from this statement, i believe the assertion here is that vet-
erans and survivors are unsophisticated, and require an attorney in 
order to receive the benefits from the VA, and that the system today 
has become too complex and adversarial.  so i would like to know 
about your comments with regard to this quote.  Vfw?
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  no, i take exception to that quote completely, if that 
is in reference to the veteran or the veteran’s family seeking the en-
titlement, or towards the representation that we provide.  that is not 
a true statement.  we spend hundreds of thousands of dollars, all the 
organizations, on training our personnel for representation.  and it 
is in a non-adversarial position. the attorneys would only clog up the 
system so much more.
 and i would like to make a statement.  we just had our legislative 
conference here.  and we charged the hill, let us say, with them, and 
they made visits to many of the offices. And the lack of knowledge, 
let us say, on the individuals who will be deciding this; they weren’t 
really up to speed on the issue.  so if this does come forward, i would 
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certainly like to see this go to hearings first, if this ever is going to be 
acted upon.  we have some real concerns with this because the people 
were not even aware of it, a lot of the Congressional people.
 THE CHAirMAn.  AMVETS?
 Mr. MCGriff.  mr. Chairman, AMVETS is very proud of its Veter-
ans Service Officer organization.  Across this country, we have men 
that, that is their life.  their life is veterans serving veterans.  they 
are fully aware of the ins and outs, and the ways to go through the bu-
reaucracy of the Va.  and their only goal is to get that veteran what 
may be due to him.  and this is at no charge to the veteran or the 
veteran’s family.  And we spend eight hours a day, five days a week, 
52 weeks a year, serving that veteran.
 I don’t think you can take a brand-new Jones & Jones Law firm and 
have him equally represent a veteran as well as a veterans service 
Officer can do it.
 THE CHAirMAn.  if a requirement was added that an attorney would 
have some form of certification with regard to the veterans, with the 
practice, would it matter?
 Mr. MCGriff.  i don’t think so—yes, it would matter. let me re-an-
swer that.  Yes, it would matter if they had a certification.  And there 
again, we get into the problem of getting the Va to certify them, and 
then there is going to be a cost, a delay, and a time of staff that is 
not necessary. let us take that money to certify them, and hire more 
Vsos.
 THE CHAirMAn.  daV?
 Mr. BArTon.  i would suggest that perhaps lawyers don’t really have 
the skills to maneuver the Va claims process.  i am an attorney and i 
speak with some experience in the area.  i knew a lot more about the 
Va and the claims process as a disabled veteran than i ever knew as 
an attorney.  perhaps attorneys would aid them in presenting their 
evidence, but i think the empirical data from the board of Veterans’ 
appeals demonstrates that attorneys do not possess any special skills 
to make them any more successful than our outstanding group of 
national service officers with the DAV.  And I think it would be a dis-
service to the veteran community to have to pay for representation 
to obtain benefits he has already paid the price for in his service and 
sacrifice for our country.
 THE CHAirMAn.  blinded Veterans association?
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  yeah, we are concerned with, as my distinguished 
colleagues here said, in that, you know, i don’t come to this with a 
legal background, but i do come at it from the standpoint of a medical 
background, where specialists are better at taking care of things than 
a generalist, depending on the particular problem.  and when you get 
individuals who are going to be quote, “vying for business,” then you 
know, the free-market system works very well in individuals being 
able to target an audience, so to speak, and get people to sign up for 
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services without fully realizing that their legal representative is well-
qualified in that area.
 And our claims benefits officers do a tremendous job of assisting 
veterans with their initial claims, and are very successful in helping 
them through the process.  and we would have strong reservations 
about ensuring that there is strong oversight and safeguards in re-
gards to who is exactly going to be allowed to do this.
 you know, the analogy i use is the plastic surgeon doing one thing, 
and a dermatologist trying to do the same procedure, they are just 
not trained the same way.  and there is a lot of risk out there, and i 
have followed what has happened with the asbestos situation, and i 
think anyone who has looked at the horror stories out there, where 
individuals have cherry-picked large numbers of claims that they fig-
ured would have the best payout, and have manufactured things in 
order to try to get large class-action suits settled, makes us very wor-
ried and suspicious of what might happen with this situation.
 THE CHAirMAn.  given your prior testimony that you would support 
the evans approach, if Congress were to adopt that approach, would 
you advocate that the court require some particular types of certifi-
cation, or hours of training by a lawyer, in order to practice in that 
process?
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  yes, i think so.  because it would be at least a safe-
guard in making sure that the individual has met certain standards 
before trying to accept cases.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay.  nCoa?
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  before being able to try and take cases, the indi-
vidual have to have met certain standards.
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  sir, i think our concern is with the veterans 
themselves.  they are to have the option. it is kind of like being—go-
ing to article 15; do you have opportunity for counsel?  who are you 
going to get that counsel from?  Chances are you are going to get it 
from the first sergeant, you are going to get it from the gunny, you 
are going to get it from the sergeant major.  you are going to get it 
from someone in the pipeline, that is raised in the pipeline, that un-
derstand that.
 however, before you go before the Commander, you have the op-
portunity to go seek counsel, legal counsel, either military or other.  
that is their option.  we kind of see us sort of as the same way.  okay, 
you can go to the Vso.  we have Vsos, we think they do a great job.  
we are not suggesting that in the least.  however, if the veteran is 
not satisfied with the VSO that he has, or with any VSO he talks to, 
we believe that he ought to have that option to go seek counsel oth-
erwise.
 now, as far as their training goes, and as far as what they will be 
able to do, maybe we need to hold that up to the light and see just how 
far they can represent this veteran in his claim or whatever, to get it 
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through the process.
 however, when it comes down to that veteran, we think they ought 
to have that option, though.
 THE CHAirMAn.  did all of you present your views and opinions to 
the senate before they voted on this measure?
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  we did not, sir.
 THE CHAirMAn.  you didn’t?
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  no, sir.
 THE CHAirMAn.  blind association did?  daV did? AMVETS?  
Vfw?
 Mr. BArTon.  yes, sir.
 Mr. MCGriff.  i don’t believe so.
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  they knew that we opposed them, but we did not 
have an opportunity to present it to them at the time.  they know 
now that we do oppose it, now.
 THE CHAirMAn.  well, all right.
 last comment i have, sergeant major, when we were in the theater 
with the secretary and mr. salazar, and dr. boozman, the marine 
Corps is still doing something right.  you can spot a gunny from a 
distance.  every time i would meet one and walk up to him—there is 
a cookie-cutter going on out there.  i mean, whatever you are doing 
to these guys, they are built right, they sound right, they are leaders, 
and they are very impressive in the field.  So I extend my comple-
ments.
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  whatever the basis that you laid continues.
 mr. filner?
 Mr. filnEr.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  thank you for your intro-
duction of these gentlemen.  as you read their biographies, it shows 
us why we are here.  and you could have done the same thing for 
every man and woman in the audience, and i appreciate knowing a 
little bit about their background.  Even the extinct fish one.  So thank 
you for that.
 the Chairman gave me a good model, so i will just proceed the 
same way with another issue, that is, however you want to define 
“assured,” or “mandatory funding.”  and as i heard all of you, again, 
you were all for it.  Vfw?  yes?
 Mr. MCGriff.  absolutely.
 Mr. filnEr.  daV?
 Mr. BArTon.  yes, we are.
 Mr. filnEr.  wholeheartedly?
 Mr. BArTon.  wholeheartedly.
 Mr. filnEr.  okay.
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  yes.
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  yes, sir.
 Mr. filnEr.  thank you.  so all of these organizations are for man-
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datory funding.  and i think you have all been through the so called 
“budget process.”  whoever said it is like watching sausage made had 
it right.  it is not a very pleasant process.  it puts the veterans’ orga-
nizations in a sort of a begging situation, which should never be.  we 
should beg you to allow us to help.  but i think we have to get out at 
it. you know, we have these arguments about numbers; $2 billion, $4 
billion, $1 billion—if we had a formula that everybody accepted, and 
it was applied, we would be far better off.
 Chairman buyer suggested it would cost a lot of money.  i am not 
sure there is agreement on those figures, but I would not let that 
dissuade me right now.  as i said earlier, when you have a $3 tril-
lion budget and an $8 trillion deficit, several billions or even tens of 
billions more for veterans is not out of our ability, and we should do 
that.
 i thank all of you for talking about mental health.  it is an incred-
ibly important area.  we seem to have knowledge of how to deal with 
the physical trauma, but i think the mental trauma is still one that 
we don’t, as a society, or even as a Va, i think want to admit.  we 
know that is as debilitating as any physical injury.  we have to have 
not only mandatory counseling, but outreach to the families, and a 
culture change which says, “hey, it is all right to admit that. you 
have to confront it, and deal with it.”
 out in san diego, which i represent, the Vietnam vets had started 
a process which has now culminated in something called the Vet-
erans Village, which basically institutionalizes the standdowns.  it 
brings everybody into a secure environment—they started off with 
just 30 beds.  they will be up to 200 soon, and then 400.  of course, 
that doesn’t begin to deal with the problem, but they give many vet-
erans security and safety in terms of housing and comfort, medical, 
legal, mental health, job counseling, dental, is all brought into one 
unit, and we have a chance to make sure that these brave young men 
and women can make a recovery.
 it doesn’t matter what we thought about the Vietnam war, it 
doesn’t matter what we feel about the iraq war.  when veterans come 
home, we have to make sure they are served.  we know how to do 
it!  as moving as the Vietnam vets’ program is out in san diego—it 
serves 400—we may have 200,000 homeless veterans.  we should 
never have to say “homeless,” and “veteran” in the same sentence.  
this nation has failed, i think, in that area.
 lastly—i want to give a chance for mr. michaud for questions—ev-
erybody said, “accountability.”  that is our job.  and you may have 
used different words for it, such as “quantifiable standards,” to deal 
with the claims, for example. this Committee should be working far 
more in an oversight capacity.  as i said to the Chairman many times, 
the process of oversight during the data theft was a model of how the 
Committee should work.  we worked bipartisanly, we worked strenu-
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ously.  we became knowledgeable, and we held people accountable.  i 
think that is what we have to do in all areas. thank you, mr. Chair-
man.
 THE CHAirMAn.  mr. michaud?
 Mr. MiCHAUD.  thank you very much mr. Chairman.  i want to 
thank all the panelists, as well.
 because mild traumatic brain injury is not often diagnosed, many 
veterans with that condition do not receive treatment.  what do you 
see as the urgent need to deal with this issue?  and the long-term 
need that we must do to address tbi?  any one of the panelists?
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  let me take a shot at that.  i think that talking to the 
providers at walter reed and over at that bethesda naval medical 
Center, you know, the proposal is four things.  one is that, you know, 
you need to start educating Va and dod providers, and being able to, 
in the history, being able to find those individuals who have been at 
high risk for explosions or blast injuries.  and then in the screening 
process, educate the providers who are front-line people, and looking 
for the subtle types of problems that can manifest themselves.  and 
especially in regards to—there is a new syndrome out there, post 
Trauma Visual Syndrome, PTVS. And these subtle findings wouldn’t 
be routinely picked up.
 and so the second part of this is having screening centers with 
individuals who have had the appropriate training and experience, 
and be able to start to track those individuals, and screen them, and 
then provide not only care—for example, with a low-vision Va optom-
etrist—but then provide follow-up.
 and then the fourth part of this is the research part, which is look-
ing at what types of treatments work best.  and you know, collecting 
that information, and then working towards future better results and 
improvements, and therapies.
 Mr. MiCHAUD.  my second question, quickly, is since we haven’t 
passed the budget, have any of the Vsos heard from Va staff, re-
garding the effect that is having right now; i.e., that they are delaying 
hiring a vacant position, or they are not providing services in a timely 
manner because they don’t know what their budget is going to be?  
Have you heard any feedback from the field?
 Mr. MCGriff.  Very little feedback, Congressman.  i think what 
you do is when they don’t have a budget in hand, as in everything 
gets put on hold, new hires and things like that get it on hold.  but 
if you really think about it, though, the pay raises that have been 
authorized, they go ahead and go through.  so therefore, you have 
immediately started in a negative situation.  and so then you have 
to be very careful of your spending on a continuum-type budget. and 
so yeah, it does put a strain on the system.  it puts one that is felt all 
the way down the line.
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  yes, we have heard that matter of fact, the fte may 
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even be cut on the bVa side, so there is a real negative there on that 
aspect.
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  that has been our experience, as well. we are getting 
reports from Va facilities across the country that they are having dif-
ficulty in meeting their staff needs because of resources available to 
them, which translates to slower service for veteran population.
 Mr. MiCHAUD.  thank you.  i yield back, mr. Chairman.
 THE CHAirMAn.  ms. herseth?
 MS. HErSETH.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  thank you for having this 
oversight hearing.  i appreciate the written testimony that all of you 
have provided, and i know that in many of these written statements, 
and perhaps in your earlier testimony, you reiterated your various 
organizations’ support for modernizing the montgomery g.i. bill, and 
as the ranking member of the economic opportunity subcommittee, 
we think has started to lay some very important groundwork, reach-
ing out to all of you, some of the field hearings that Mr. Boozman 
and i have held, including one in arkansas earlier this spring; dr. 
snyder’s involvement as a member of the armed services Committee 
as well, in undertaking that challenging task, but one that i think is 
very important, particularly for improving those educational benefits 
for our active duty military, as well as the national guard and re-
servists who have been deployed at much higher rates, as you know.
 I just have a couple of quick questions.  And the first is on transpor-
tation reimbursement for your members.  i am hearing even more not 
only representing many veterans who are in rural areas, but the sig-
nificant costs associated with traveling for specialized care.  And so if 
you could address that issue, as well as the Vr&e program, we have 
had a number of hearings, as you know, about recommendations to 
improve that program, specifically, move from, you know, refocusing 
the program on employment rather than on education.  and so has 
your membership noticed a difference in the Vr&e program, and can 
you provide us with any additional recommendations to improve that 
program?
 if you could start with the transportation reimbursement issue, 
and then if we don’t have time because of votes, if maybe you could 
just submit any comments you would like to share in writing to the 
Committee with regard to Vr&e, in addition to what may have been 
in your written statements?
 SGT. MAJ. oVErSTrEET.  ma’am, i am from san antonio texas.  we 
have a great Va hospital in the san antonio area. however, that is 
the furthest one south that we have.  all of those veterans that are 
south of san antonio, all the way into the valley area, what we call 
the valley, has to pay their own way to get up to san antonio to do 
their appointments.  we have a couple of buses that try to run there.  
all the organizations provide transportation.  we provide volunteers, 
we provide all of those.  however, if it is on the day, your point is on 
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the day where we have no transportation, the bus is broke, or we 
don’t have a volunteer to drive it, obviously that appointment gets set 
to ask.  you probably know already the scheduling problem with the 
Va to get into the hospital, as far as that.
 so, here is a veteran that can’t get there.  whereas, if we did have 
some kind of reimbursement for transportation and stuff like that, it 
would make it a lot easier for that veteran to schedule his appoint-
ment, schedule his transportation, and be there in a timely manner.  
so there is some problems with that.  i suggest if there is a way that 
we could reimburse their transportation, we would support that.
 Dr. ZAMpiEri.  yeah, we would support an increase in the travel 
allowance for those veterans that had to travel, you know, long dis-
tances for the outpatient services.  you know, the $.11 a mile reim-
bursement rate doesn’t cover much when the price of gas is $2.90 a 
gallon.
 Mr. MCGriff.  and you also had a great differential, also, in what 
the irs or federal rate is for mileage, plus what the Va is for mile-
age.  it is a vast difference—it is that big.  and a lot of this is caused 
by the fluctuating gas prices and transportation costs that everybody 
encounters. but the big difference between the 46 and a half cents 
and the $.11, it grabs you.  and that is what a lot of veterans have to 
depend on, is the Va reimbursement rate, and it is too low.
 Mr. BArTon.  the daV recognizes, back in the 1980s when there 
was a dramatic change in the transportation for veterans to go to 
the hospital for care, and that is when we came up with our program 
of the van transportation network. we have transported nine and a 
half million veterans since we began our program in 1987.  but yeah, 
anything you could do to improve that situation would greatly be ap-
preciated by everyone.
 Mr. KUrpiUS.  the veterans of foreign wars would certainly support 
an increase in the transportation costs for our veterans, to get back 
and forth for the medical exams and treatment.
 THE CHAirMAn.  ma’am?
 MS. HErSETH.  i think in light of the time—well, i did put that other 
question on the Vr&e program, but i think that has been addressed 
to a degree in the written statements, and anything else you would 
like to add would be helpful.  thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much.
 Two things to cover.  Every war, we find something that is out of 
the norm that we then have to address.  and tbi is the big one in 
front of us with the present conflict.  To let you know, on the forefront, 
trying to get ahead of this one, i have been working with the services 
on protective issues, and that is the helmet issue, and inserts.
 the Commandant of the marine Corps, in working with the Com-
mandant, he made the executive decision that to give the marines 
the choice.  We, as a society, even though some had financed some 
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studies, we really don’t know.  but some of these inserts—to give you 
an idea, if you take that insert and you cut it in half, and you look at 
the inside, it almost looks like a human cell, and it is built to absorb 
energy.
 so, as we put all that body armor, you know, the front and side 
plate, shoulder plate, neck plate, groin plate, you put on that brand-
new helmet that we’ve got them, and they strap it on with that foot-
ball strap; and that blast comes in and we have got them sitting in a 
vault on wheels.  there is nothing to absorb that energy, and that en-
ergy goes to where it can be absorbed, and part of it goes up the face, 
and you get those maxillofacial injuries, and the eye injuries that we 
talked about.  and the ear injuries.  then, part of it is absorbed by the 
brain, so we end up with these traumatic brain injuries.
 so our research with regard to the brain injuries and that care, but 
also on the protective side.  we are a smart people, and that helmet 
out there is the best in the world on ballistics, and it helps them in a 
crash.  but can we build a helmet that doesn’t compromise ballistic 
protection, and can give them the blast protection?  i don’t know.  but 
it is worth a try.  and so i want all of you to know, that is where i am 
going, as we look at the other question.
 so i will speak with the Va.  i want to work with you. i appreciate 
your testimony and focus on that issue, and the work that we’re doing 
at the polytrauma centers.  i know you join me in the kudos to the 
men and women out there who are caring for those patients.
 i agree with mr. filner in his comments—i am really proud of the 
Committee.  we did eight hearings in a six-month time frame.  pretty 
hard on Va, on the it issues, and we have got a product.  that prod-
uct goes to the House floor next week.  So I would ask for all of your 
support and advocacy of our product as we then take that up with the 
senate.  as you know, last year, we had passed an it bill, and there 
are no questions on this Committee; it is a bipartisan issue. the sen-
ate didn’t necessarily agree with us, and we ended up in a bad spot.  
so please, as we go into this, and you formulate your  independent 
budget, please address a focus on those it issues.  and we want to 
work with you.  okay?
 ms. herseth?
 MS. HErSETH.  well, i know we are running close on a vote, but i 
would just want to comment for the record, we have to be very clear 
on the costs we save in what we do to enhance the quality of care, 
the rehabilitative care, beyond 90 days, for these young and men and 
women suffering traumatic brain injuries, because improvements are 
necessary. i have a constituent who is now getting care in a private 
facility, and there were worries that because he hadn’t made so much 
progress after 90 days, even though he wasn’t getting his physical 
therapy every day, even that he wasn’t getting any occupational ther-
apy, no speech therapy, he has made more progress in 45 days at a 
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different facility, a non-Va facility.  and the cost savings that we can 
realize, not only the quality of care that he deserves, but the cost sav-
ings of not having a long-term care situation for these young men and 
women is very important as we look at the next budget.
 thank you, mr. Chairman.
 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much.  this panel is now excused.  
the Committee will stand in recess.  we will reconvene at a quarter 
after one.
 [Recess]
 THE CHAirMAn.  the Veterans affairs Committee of the house will 
come to order.
 now i introduce panel two.  here representing the military order 
of the purple heart of the united states is tom poulter, their nation-
al Commander.  Commander poulter enlisted in the united states 
army in february 1967 and was commissioned as a second lieuten-
ant of armor in 1968.  he served in Vietnam as a tank platoon leader 
with the first Battalion 69th armor, and was assigned to the fourth 
infantry division in the Central highlands of Vietnam.  in november 
17, 1969, after battle with a company-sized enemy force of the 24th 
north Vietnamese army regiment near the Cambodian border, Com-
mander poulter was wounded in action by an ak-47 round by the 
enemy during an nVa counter attack, while he was dismounted and 
consolidating his platoon’s objective.
 Commander poulter is an active member of the sonoma County 
Chapter 78 of the military order of the purple heart located in santa 
rosa, California, where he became a member in 1994.  he is a past 
Commander of his local chapter, the department of California, and 
the Commander of region six, that includes guam, hawaii, Califor-
nia, arizona, nevada, and utah.  thank you for being here, and con-
gratulations.
 speaking on behalf of the paralyzed Veterans of america is mr. 
randy pleva.  speaking for him is louis irvin.  is it pleva, is that how 
he pronounces it, though?
 Mr. irVin.  it is pleva.
 THE CHAirMAn.  mr. irvin is pVa’s executive director. mr. irvin 
served the United States Navy as a fire control technician, and re-
ceived a combat action ribbon during operation desert storm.  he 
suffered a spinal cord injury that ended his military career in 1992, 
became a member of pVa in 1994, and began to serve pVa as the 
National Service Officer the same year.  Four years later, he was 
appointed to pVa’s national board of directors, and in 1999, was ac-
cepted to the position of executive director of pVa’s san diego chap-
ter in California.
 representing the gold star wives is ms. rose elizabeth lee.  rose 
is the widow of Colonel lee of the united states army, who served 
in korea and Vietnam.  Colonel lee died on active duty overseas in 
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1972.  in 1978, rose was appointed gold star wives’ washington 
representative, and has been active through most of that time.  rose 
is gold star wives’ national president from 1991 to 1993, and chaired 
the board of directors from 1998 to 2002.  she just served as potomac 
area chapter president from June, 2004 to 2006.  all her work with 
gold star wives is voluntary, and her mission is to train the new 
young widows to become involved with legislative work.  rose has ap-
peared representing the gold star wives before this Committee for a 
number of years.
 and i understand that your national president, ms. Joanne young, 
is here in the audience today?
 MS. lEE.  yes.
 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much for your attendance, and 
i thank you, and i welcome you both.  i also understand that it is 
your charter that does not permit ms. young to testify, and that is 
why rose lee is testifying on your behalf.  would that be accurate, 
ma’am?  that is accurate?  all right, thank you.
 here representing the fleet reserve association, representing 
their national president is edgar zerr, is mr. John davis, director 
of legislative programs.  mr. davis this, a former marine, served in 
the artillery unit in the early 1980s, and later received a direct com-
mission to serve in the army national guard.  he joined the fleet 
reserve association team as director in february 2006.
 you know, i am looking for your vast bio for the Vietnam Veterans 
of America, and I just cannot find it.  Mr. President, you have testified 
before this Committee, and we have enjoyed working with you.  i just 
hate to be redundant, it is so vast.  so i will not bore everyone.  you 
are such a humble man that you have restrained me from reading 
your bio.
 Next, our final witness will be the new National Commander of the 
american legion, paul morin of massachusetts, was elected national 
Commander on august 31, 2006.  the Commander is a Vietnam vet-
eran of the united states army, and an active member of post 337 in 
massachusetts.  he has served as department Commander, and as 
member of the national commissions, including Children and youth, 
foreign relations, public relations, and Convention. he has chaired 
the Veterans affairs and rehabilitation commission, as well as the 
legislative employment commissions, and served on the legislative 
Council and commission.
 he was honored in 2001 by the secretary of Veterans affairs, tony 
principi, with the secretary’s award for his service to our nation’s 
veterans while president of the national associative state Veterans 
homes.  in 2002, he was awarded outstanding Citizen of the year 
by the samson world war ii navy veterans, and in 2004, received 
the outside award from Massachusetts Veterans Service Officers’ As-
sociation. on march 31, 2005 he received the distinguished citizens 
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award from the grand lodge order of the elks.
 so congratulations to all of you, and thank you for being here.  do 
all of you have written testimony you seek to submit before the Com-
mittee?
 All acknowledge in the affirmative.  Do you offer such testimony?
 All acknowledge in the affirmative, so testimony will be received 
without objection.  so ordered.
 each of you will be recognized for 10 minutes, and we will give 
latitude, and we will start with you, sir.  mr. poulter, of the purple 
heart association. 
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 Mr. poUlTEr.  Chairman buyer, acting ranking member filner, 
members of the Committee, ladies and gentlemen, i am tom poul-
ter, national Commander of the military order of the purple heart.  
it is an honor to appear before this distinguished body on behalf of 
the members of the military order of the purple heart.  as you are 
aware, our order is very unique in that among service organizations, 
the only one, because our membership is comprised entirely of com-
bat-wounded veterans who shed their blood on the battlefields of the 
world while serving in the armed forces of our country.
 i am accompanied today by national adjutant bill bacon, national 
service director Jack leonard, and national legislative director 
herschel gober.
 i have turned in a written testimony, and i will make my comments 
very brief, mr. Chairman, but this Committee is extremely important 
to the military order of the purple heart and our members.  we look 
to you to represent the veterans of our country and to ensure that all 
members of Congress understand that america must keep its prom-
ises to those men and women who have served and are now serving in 
uniform, if we are to maintain a viable military and continue to enjoy 
the freedoms that we have.  Veterans have earned their entitlements 
and benefits, often as part and parcel of the contract that each had 
with this government.
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 Veterans benefits are not a gift.  They are not a welfare program.  
they are earned from service to country. they must not be dimin-
ished in any way.
 The first point I would like to make is—and it has been covered 
several times—is the adequate funding for the Va health administra-
tion.  the military order of the purple heart is on record as support-
ing the independent budget, which is developed and submitted to 
Congress by the Veterans of foreign wars, disabled american Vet-
erans, paralyzed Veterans of america, and the AMVETS, american 
Veterans.
 i am the fourth national Commander of the military order of the 
purple heart in a row to again stress that our number one priority 
must remain the adequate, or assured funding for the Va health ad-
ministration.  the military order of the purple heart joins our fellow 
veterans’ service organizations in urging Congress to find a long-term 
solution for once and for all to the annual funding crisis at the Va.  
Va deserves a budget system that will deliver funds to them on time, 
to allow for long-term planning.  while the ongoing war on terror, 
and our servicemembers returning home from war with medical con-
ditions requiring treatment at our Va hospitals, the Va must have 
the capability to meet their medical and emotional needs.  the fund-
ing problem was demonstrated, of course, last year when the need to 
provide a supplemental appropriation for fiscal year 2005 surfaced, 
along with the need to amend the fiscal year 2006 budget.  So it is 
really important, and i think it has been mentioned by every other 
veterans’ service organization that we get a fix on this.
 and the number two item is that the award of the purple heart 
medal to those pows who died in captivity.  while the award of the 
purple heart medal to those pows who died in captivity is not un-
der the purview of this Committee, the military order of the purple 
heart believes that those military personnel who suffered hardships, 
wounds, or illnesses, including starvation, brutality, slave labor, and 
a lack of medical care, while held in pow camps, and then they died 
in those camps as a result of this internment, should be considered 
as combat casualties, and eligible for the award of the purple heart 
medal.  our order has supported legislation that was introduced 
to both houses of Congress, that would authorize the posthumous 
awarding of the purple heart medal to these veterans.
 language in the house version of the 2007 national defense au-
thorization is currently in conference committee, and the military 
order of the purple heart request that members of this Committee 
urge the conferees to retain this provision in the final act.
 next point is retired pay restoration.  the military order of the 
purple heart is very pleased that Congress enacted legislation that 
authorizes some military retirees with 20 or more years of service 
to concurrently receive, without penalty or offset, both their full of 
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military retired pay, and any Va compensation to which they are 
entitled.  our position is that all those eligible for concurrent receipt 
should receive it.
 and going along with that, the Combat-related special Compensa-
tion, known as CrsC, our order supports the legislation to provide 
for the additional payment of CrsC to former members of the mili-
tary who were retired medically, serving less than 20 years of active 
military service because they had to be retired on a medical basis, 
and they are awarded the purple heart medal.  a lot of the veterans’ 
organizations ask why we push those.  a lot of our members are in 
that category.  and so CrsC is very, very important to the members 
of our order.
 Fifth point is the Survivor Benefit Plan, SBP, and the Dependency 
and indemnity Compensation, diC.  sbp was an investment by the 
member with their own money.  the military order of the purple 
heart supports language in senate bill 2766, and the 2007 defense 
authorization act, which, if enacted, will repeal the reduction of sur-
vivor benefit plan annuities by the amount of the dependency and 
indemnity compensation, and will change the effective date of the 
paid- up coverage for sbp, bringing it forward from october 1 of 2008 
to october 1 of this year, 2006.  survivors of retirees who died but 
elected to pay into sbp, and survivors of members who died on active 
duty, should receive both sbp and diC, without the current dollar-
for-dollar offset.
 this bill is now in the conference Committee.  we request that you 
urge your colleagues who are serving on the Committee to adopt the 
senate language of s. 2766.
 another point that i wanted to make was on the stolen Valor act.  
the military order of the purple heart supported house bill 3352, 
and s. 1998, addressing stolen valor.  it is unfortunate, especially 
with our country engaged in ongoing conflicts, that we have these im-
posters out there who fully and knowingly misrepresent their service.  
Not a matter of inflating your resume, it is a matter of lying, and mis-
representing your total service, and any of the military awards that 
they have received.  this is not just an occurrence now and then, but 
is regrettably becoming a huge problem.
 This legislation would provide fines and imprisonment for those 
wannabees who dishonor the medals for valor and purple heart med-
al, and those brave men and women who have legitimately received 
these metals.  the senate passed senate bill 1998 two weeks ago on 
september 7, and we would urge the house to do the same.  these 
phonies are taking benefits away from those who have earned them.  
some received Va disability for no service that they ever had.  they 
get license plates, including the purple heart license plate from the 
dmV, where they don’t have the people that are trained to look at a 
DD 214, or a certificate, and it is a big problem.  Now, that particu-
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lar bill in the house of course was introduced by Congressman John 
salazar, and it has been in the house Judiciary Committee since July 
of 2005, last year.
 the military order of the purple heart will continue to seek leg-
islation that would authorize military exchange and commissary 
privileges for all recipients of the purple heart medal.  this would 
recognize the sacrifices of those servicemembers who have given so 
much for our country.
 the national purple heart recognition day.  as most of you are 
aware, the badge of military merit, which is the predecessor of the 
purple heart medal, was established by general george washington 
on august 7, 1782.  this is the oldest decoration in the united states.  
it is the oldest decoration in the world given to the common soldier.  
next year on august 7, 2007, the military order of the purple heart 
is celebrating its 225th anniversary of this decoration at our 75th na-
tional convention in new windsor, new york, which is a historic en-
tombment center, and the last encampment of george washington’s 
army.
 we will be seeking sponsors, cosponsors, in support of legislation to 
establish a national purple heart recognition day, which will honor 
this anniversary and those members, past and present, who have 
been awarded a purple heart medal.
 mr. Chairman, will you sponsor this legislation, and seek cospon-
sors?  we would be very honored if you would do that.
 in conclusion, i would like the members of the Committee to recall 
the quotes of two very famous americans.  first of all, general doug-
las macarthur once said, and i quote, “the soldier, above all other 
prayers, for peace.  for it is the soldier who must suffer and bear the 
deepest wounds and scars of war.’’
 and then, president John f. kennedy said, and i quote, “let every 
nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that we shall pay any 
price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, op-
pose any foe, in order to assure survival and success of liberty.’’
 the military order of the purple heart supports all of our brave 
warriors, both male and female, who serve and fight to protect our 
freedoms in the global war on terrorism.
 mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony, and i will be pleased 
to answer any questions from the members of the Committee.
 [The statement of Tom Poulter appears on p. 133]

StateMent OF LOuiS irvin

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much for your testimony. mr. ir-
vin?
 Mr. irVin.  thank you, mr. Chairman, members of the Committee.  
on behalf of the paralyzed Veterans of america, as the new execu-
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tive director i would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify 
today.  in my statements today, i will highlight some issues that have 
been submitted in our written testimony.
 In May, the House of Representatives approved the fiscal year 2007 
appropriations bill that will fund $25.4 billion for Va medical ser-
vices.  although this does not quite meet the recommendation levels 
of the independent budget, we are glad to see that Congress and the 
administration have made a reasonable effort this year to meet the 
needs of the Va health care system.  we protected appreciate this 
Committee and Congress rejecting the proposed enrollment fee and 
increased prescription drug copayments recommended by the admin-
istration.
 Congress also approved legislation in previous years to establish 
eight priority enrollment groups for Va health care.  we believe vet-
erans in category eight should be allowed access to the Va health care 
system.  also, veterans with catastrophic disabilities were allowed to 
enroll in category four, even though their disabilities were non-ser-
vice-connected, and regardless of their incomes. however, they would 
still be required to pay all fees and copayments.
 pVa believes because of the nature of their disabilities, they re-
quire a lot of care and lifetime of services.  many times, Va is not only 
the best resource; it is the only resource for a veteran with a spinal 
cord injury. these veterans should not have to pay the fees and co-
payments necessary to receive these specialized services.
 PVA was pleased that the Committee recommended a significant 
increase in funding for medical and prosthetics research in its bud-
get views and estimates.  unfortunately, the appropriations bill only 
provided an increase of 13 million, for a total of 412 million.  research 
is an essential mission for our nation’s health care system.  Va re-
search is still grossly underfunded in comparison with the growth 
rate of the federal research efforts.
 one area we remain concerned about is funding for construction 
projects.  the appropriations bill provides nearly 1.15 billion less 
than the independent budget recommendations for major construc-
tion.  the bill also provides no funding for the new spinal cord in-
jury center in milwaukee, wisconsin, or funding for the replacement 
medical center in the denver, Colorado area.
 we would also identify the Committee that in the denver area, 
there is a new spinal cord injury Center to be identified with that 
medical center.
 the appropriations bill also provides 295 million less than the rec-
ommendations for minor construction.  many Va facilities require 
significant upgrades and overhauls.  The VA appropriations Subcom-
mittees in the house and senate insert language in their Va funding 
reports for fiscal year 2001 requiring VA to establish centers of excel-
lence to conduct research in the field of neurodegenerative diseases 
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prevalent in the veterans population.  VA identified two fields of in-
quiry for these centers: parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis.  
the Va then established the parkinson’s disease research and educa-
tion clinical Center, and the multiple sclerosis centers of excellence.
 in 2001, these centers represent a successful strategy to focus the 
Veterans health administration on systemwide service and research 
expertise to address the critical care segments of the veteran popula-
tion.
 earlier this year, the senate approved s. 2694, that would make 
permanent the authorization of these centers.  we urge the Commit-
tee to adopt legislation which would codify these centers in title 38.
 pVa is also concerned that the Va continues to experience a seri-
ous shortage of qualified board-certified spinal cord injury positions.  
in some Va hospitals, the recruitment of a new chief of service has 
been prolonged, with acting chiefs assigned for indefinite periods of 
time. we are even more concerned about the continuing shortages of 
nurses, particularly in the spinal cord injury units.
 pVa believes that basic salary for nurses who provide bedside care 
to these spinal cord injured veterans is too low to be competitive with 
the community hospitals in the area. this leads to high attrition 
rates as these nurses seek better pay in the community.  recruit-
ment and retention bonuses have been an effective tool for several 
sCi centers. unfortunately, these are localized efforts by individual 
Va medical facilities.  we believe the veterans health administration 
should authorize substantial recruitment incentives and bonuses to 
retain these highly professional and qualified nurses.
 pVa calls on Congress to conduct more oversight on the Va health 
care administration in meeting its nurse staffing requirements for 
the sCi units, as outlined in Vha directive 2005-001.
 pVa is also concerned with recent trends to reduce the ability of 
the Va to provide long-term care to the aging veterans population.  
The Veterans Millennium Health Care Act benefit, public Law 106-
117, required Va to maintain its 1998 Va nursing home average dai-
ly census mandate of 13,391 beds. Va’s average daily census for Va 
nursing homes is projected to decrease to a new low of 9795 beds, in 
fiscal year 2006. The VA is ignoring the law, serving fewer and fewer 
veterans in its nursing home care program.  pVa strongly feels that 
any repeal of the capacity mandate will adversely affect veterans, 
and a step towards allowing Va to reduce its current nursing home 
capacity.  this is not a time for reducing Va nursing home capacity, 
with the increased number of veterans looming on the horizon for 
long-term care.
 furthermore, we urge the Committee to conduct an aggressive 
oversight to ensure the Va is fully funding statutory obligations to 
provide long-term care.  pVa would like to offer a view improvements 
to benefits provided by VA. PVA members are the number one ben-
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eficiary for the special adaptive housing grant, and the automobile 
adaptive grant. for both the special adaptive housing grant and the 
automobile grant, we believe an automatic annual adjustment in-
dexed to the rising cost of living should be applied. furthermore, the 
independent budget recommendations recommends the adaptive au-
tomobile grant should increase to 80 percent of the average cost of a 
new vehicle, to meet the original intent of Congress, in creating that 
legislation. the house of Veterans affairs subcommittee on economic 
opportunity considered h.r. 4791 earlier this year.  we hope this 
Committee will move this legislation forward.
 We have also identified some critical issues for fiscal year 2008, as 
requested by you, mr. Chairman.  the independent budget for vet-
erans’ service organizations recently began planning for fiscal year 
2008 by developing some critical issues.
 first, we believe the adequate funding for veterans health care is 
essential, as mentioned by my associates.  we continue to stress the 
need for budget process reform, removing Va health care funding 
from the discretionary process, and making it mandatory.
 second critical issue is mental health care.  it has become more ap-
parent that many servicemembers returning from iraq and afghani-
stan are experiencing psychological disorders.  it is imperative that 
we do not allow these men and women to slip through the cracks.
 third, as previously mentioned, we have serious concerns about the 
construction and infrastructure.  Va construction projects have suf-
fered in recent years as a result of a moratorium on new construction 
resulting from the Capital assessment realignment enhancement 
Services, the CARES process.  This has also left a significant backlog 
of critical maintenance and infrastructure upgrades.  we hope that 
this Committee and Congress will devote serious attention to the in-
frastructure needs of Va in the upcoming year.
 once again, this year the claims backlog is one of our critical is-
sues.  we have appreciated this Committee’s efforts in recommending 
an increase in 200 full-time employees for direct compensation to im-
prove the claims process.  unfortunately, the military quality of life 
and Veterans affairs appropriations bill does not include additional 
funding to allow the Va to hire these staff.
 another continuing issue for the independent budget is the seam-
less transition of servicemembers.  the seamless transition includes 
not only health care services, but benefits as well.  We are advocating 
for a single electronic health record for all transitioning servicemem-
bers, to ensure that Va and the military can best provide their health 
care needs when necessary.  we believe the Va electronic health re-
cord is the standard that should be set for all federal health care 
records.
 finally, Congress should continue to invest much needed resources 
in the national Cemetery administration.  with new national cem-
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eteries opening this year and next, we must ensure that the nation-
al Cemetery administration can properly maintain these national 
shrines.  in the end, all veterans and their family members should 
be provided a dignified setting in their National or State veteran’s 
cemeteries.
 pVa appreciates the opportunity to present our views today, and i 
will be more than happy to take any questions. thank you.
 [The statement of Louis Irvin appears on p. 137]

StateMent OF MS. rOSe Lee

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much for your testimony.
 ms. lee, you are now recognized.
 MS. lEE.  good afternoon, mr. Chairman, representative filner, 
and members of the house Veterans affairs Committee. i would like 
to thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony to you on behalf 
of all gold star wives to review last year and look forward to this 
coming year.  my name is rose lee.  i am a widow, and the chair of 
the gold star wives Committee on government relations.
 i wish to thank many gold star wives for attending this hearing 
today who are in the audience.  you have already acknowledged Joan 
young, our national president.  we also have martha didamo, our 
Chairman of the board.  and then we have some members of the 
government relations Committee, which included three of the newer 
widows of the iraq war. and then of course, our members of the po-
tomac Chapter, our local chapter.  they are all back here, and i just 
want to let them know that we appreciate them being here.
 the gold star wives of america inc. was founded in 1945, and is 
a congressionally-chartered service organization comprised of surviv-
ing spouses of military servicemembers who died while on active duty, 
or as a result of a service- connected disability.  we could begin with 
no better advocate than mrs. eleanor roosevelt, newly-widowed, who 
helped make gold star wives a truly national organization.  mrs. 
Roosevelt was an original signer of our certificate of incorporation as 
a member of the board of directors.
 thank you for this opportunity, and for your continued support of 
programs that directly support the well-being of our servicemembers, 
widows, and their families.  gold star wives applaud the efforts of 
this Committee, knowing that together we can continue to make a 
difference in the lives of this group, a group that no one would choose 
to voluntarily to be a part of.  It is imperative that the difficulty of the 
sacrifice of our husbands’ lives be mitigated to the degree possible by 
providing support for the survivors.
 there are many issues still pending before the Congress that mean 
a great deal to the membership of gold star wives. as we are moving 
forward, now is the time to close out some of these legislative issues.  
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gold star wives has no greater priority than to eliminate the offset 
to the Survivors Benefit Plan, SBP, dollar for dollar by the amount of 
the dependency and indemnity Compensation, diC, stipend.
 you are well familiar with this topic.  we have been addressing this 
issue for several years, and i want to thank representative henry 
brown for introducing h.r. 808 on this issue.
 in essence, a servicemember’s disability results in voiding or re-
ducing the benefits that a servicemember purchased from the SBP.  
While this is an issue being addressed in conference of the fiscal year 
2007 national defense authorization act, we urge you as individu-
als, and as the Committee together, to encourage your colleagues to 
make this right.  diC is within your jurisdiction.  all we are seeking 
is to assure that survivor benefit plan annuities for those eligible will 
not be reduced by the amount of dependency and indemnity compen-
sation, to which they are separately entitled.
 this is an issue from last year.  it is a current issue. we would urge 
your help that this not become an issue for next year, but be resolved 
in this session of Congress.
 we have been pleased with the interest in the house, and by rep-
resentative bilirakis in particular, in providing for decreasing the 
remarriage age for retention of survivors benefits to age 55.  You 
will recall that the current public law permits surviving spouses who 
remarry after reaching age 57 to retain their VA survivor benefits.  
it also provided for a one-year period to apply for reinstatement for 
those who remarried before the law was signed, but that period ex-
pired in december, 2004.
 because the retroactive period was limited to one year, and out-
reach was limited, many eligible survivors may not have been aware 
of their eligibility to be reinstated.  mr. bilirakis’ h.r. 1462 is a bill 
that we need to focus on now to address these issues.  it is time to get 
it done.
 We have testified before this Committee previously, and before the 
Veterans Disability Benefits Commission, for a review of the DIC pro-
gram, to ensure that all veterans’ survivors are covered adequately, 
and have equity with other Federal and military survivor benefits.  
there are some widows dependent only on their monthly diC check, 
living below the poverty level.  Current diC is set at $1033 monthly, 
which is only 41 percent of the disabled veterans compensation paid 
by the Va.  survivors of federal workers have their monthly annu-
ities set at 55 percent of the disabled retirees’ compensation.  we 
seek to raise diC payments to 55 percent of the current Va disabil-
ity compensation.  that would improve the diC payments to $1316 
monthly.
 as you can see, we are not seeking exorbitant amounts. we are 
simply seeking fairness across the government, to modestly help de-
serving survivors.  therefore, we again ask the Committee for a re-
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view of the diC program.
 recently i received this letter, and it reads, quote, “thank you for 
the requested DIC review.  Since my benefits began in 1957, which 
was before the sbp was in effect, it seems that the increases in diC 
have not progressed as have other survivor programs.  the cost of liv-
ing has increased so much, it is extremely difficult to keep up with it.  
at age 79, i am still working, trying to pay debts, and wondering how 
to pay the undertaker.  if there is any way we, who are dependent 
upon DIC survivors benefits can be of assistance in the execution of 
this review, please inform us.  sincerely,” unquote.
 there are inequities among payments for the child survivors that 
need attention.  the additional monthly $250 Child daC payment 
per family only applies to survivors of deaths after January 1, 2005.  
this should be linked to october 7, 2001.  we thank representative 
michael michaud for introducing h.r. 1573, which provided for this 
additional payment to families.  it makes no sense that the survivors 
of those who died first should be prohibited from accessing a benefit 
given to survivors of those who died later in the same war.  thanks 
to representative shelley berkley for introducing the amendment, 
which was approved by the house, to include a Cola for the $250 
diC allowance per family.  the lack of Cola has dropped the value 
of the allowance to about $240 this year.  we would request the Com-
mittee to assure that these inequities be corrected.
 We also seek to provide a dental plan to beneficiaries of the civilian 
health and medical program of the department of Veterans affairs, 
Champ Va.  with no coverage now, gold star wives seeks for wid-
ows and all CHAMP VA beneficiaries the ability to purchase a volun-
tary dental insurance plan. there are a few other issues that need at-
tending that have been brought to your attention previously.  there 
are widows whose husbands died in a Va hospital due to wrongful Va 
hospital care, who receive only DIC, without any other VA benefits 
under title 38 u.s. Code 1151.  we urge the Committee to support 
the measures necessary to allow these widows to be entitled to the 
CHAMP VA benefit.
 we are seeking legislation to remove the disabled under age 65 
part b penalties and interest for late enrollment to Champ Va, and 
promote a feasibility study to convert Va facilities to long-term care 
facilities, which would welcome widows and widowers.
 THE CHAirMAn.  mrs. lee, if you could summarize just a little.
 MS. lEE.  yes.  i have just a very little, mr. buyer, thank you.
 surviving spouses who are on active duty should be able to use 
the educational benefit derived from her deceased husband while still 
serving on active duty.  Currently, the active-duty widow must resign 
from the military in order to use the derived educational benefit un-
der chapter 35.
 not in my written testimony is something about mental health.  it 
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is an issue affecting widows and children.  it has become more preva-
lent recently.  i have heard from new widows about this more and 
more.  Va’s vet centers provide counseling, which is wonderful, but 
it is not always nearby. triCare does not provide grief counseling, 
either.
 Finally, Gold Star Wives supports the creation of an office for sur-
vivors with the department of Veterans affairs, and the department 
of Defense, to ensure improved delivery of benefits, information, and 
benefits to survivors.
 in conclusion, we want neither our widows nor their children to 
be forgotten.  we can understand and encourage your intention to 
the needed services of the servicemembers served our country, who 
may return wounded, who may gave his life.  when the latter occurs, 
we want you never to forget the family he leaves behind.  they have 
made their own personal lifelong sacrifice.  We ask again to show the 
spirit of this nation by not forgetting these widows, unfortunately 
whose numbers grew daily, and their children.
 i thank this Committee for opening this opportunity to hear us 
again, and allow for further awareness of issues facing survivors dai-
ly.  we will be happy to continue to work with the Committee and 
give our time and resources on all issues impacting survivors.
 thank you, sir.
 [The statement of Rose Lee appears on p. 145]

StateMent OF JOHn r. DaviS

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you, MS. lEE.  mr. davis, you are recog-
nized.
 Mr. DAViS.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee, the 
members of the fleet reserve association appreciates this opportuni-
ty to review the past fiscal year and look ahead to the next year.  The 
fra extends sincere gratitude for the concern, and progress to date 
generated by the Committee in protecting, improving, and enhancing 
benefits that are truly deserved by our Nation’s veterans.
 fra appreciates Chairman steve buyer and the house majority 
leader meeting with fra national president, ed zerr, in June, to 
discuss the data security problem at the department of Veterans af-
fairs.  one of the more worrying aspects of the case is that the data 
theft was not reported to the secretary for two weeks.  it was origi-
nally reported that less than 50,000 names were stolen when in fact, 
a theft of personal information from the home of a Va employee in-
cluded more than 26 million veterans, and more than 2 million active 
duty personnel.
 even though the data was recovered and apparently not accessed, 
the Va and congressional oversight Committee should continue to 
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pursue improvements in the data security at Va. we hope that data 
theft security is not like a shooting star in the legislative arena that 
is very bright in the beginning, and then quickly burns out and ev-
eryone forgets about it.  even more recent theft apparently indicates 
that data security at the Va is going to be an ongoing concern with 
veterans, with the news that a computer containing information on 
up to 38,000 veterans treated over the last four years at two Va medi-
cal centers in Pennsylvania is missing from the Virginia office of a VA 
contractor.
 if there is any silver lining in this episode, is that upon learning 
the computer was missing, the Va took immediate steps to notify the 
appropriate senior VA leadership, congressional offices, Committees, 
VA’s office of Inspector General, and other law enforcement authori-
ties, including the fbi and department of homeland security.
 fra appreciates the efforts of the house of Veterans affairs Com-
mittee and its senate counterpart for their tireless efforts to improve 
data security at the department of Veterans affairs.
 fra fully supports the legislative effort of this Committee that cul-
minated in Chairman buyer’s introducing and the full Committee 
approving h.r. 5835.  the bill aims to create more accountability at 
the VA for data security.  It would create an Office of Undersecretary 
of information security, and would require the Va to report to Con-
gress any data theft, and would provide credit monitoring and fraud 
remuneration for affected individuals.
 additionally, the bill would require a study on using personal iden-
tification numbers, rather than Social Security numbers for veterans 
benefits.  The full House should expedite passage of this important 
legislation as soon as possible to give the senate an opportunity to 
pass this legislation for the president’s signature before the end of 
the 109th Congress.
 fra is mindful that legislation alone cannot fully remedy an in-
ternal bureaucratic culture that gives data security a low priority.  
but fra believes the public expects, and the veterans community 
demands, that it is now time for Congress to do their part to help cor-
rect this problem.
 fra strongly supports adequate funding for dod and Va health 
care resource sharing in delivering seamless, cost effective, quality 
services to personnel wounded while participating in operation en-
during freedom and operation iraqi freedom, other veterans, ser-
vicemembers, reservists, military retirees, and their families.  that 
is why fra supports the recent executive order to require federal 
agencies who channel health care to work together to implement a 
standardized electronic health record.
 the agencies, including the Va, will coordinate with the depart-
ment of defense so that the clinical information can be interchanged 
efficiently.  A standardized electronic health record will make shar-
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ing information between health care providers more cost effective for 
everyone, and will eliminate the cost of record duplication.
 fra also supports h.r. 4992, sponsored by representative kelly of 
new york.  this bill changes the law to allow the Va to bill medicare, 
which will enable veterans to use medicare coverage to help them pay 
their bills at a Va hospital.  it is puzzling to our members why this 
program has not been given serious consideration and enacted long 
ago.
 with regard to the Va medical and prosthetic research, the Va is 
widely recognized for its effective research program, and fra contin-
ues to strongly support adequate funding for medical research, and 
for the need of the disabled veterans.  the value of both programs 
within the veterans community cannot be overstated.  noteworthy is 
the fact that the fiscal year 2007 proposed a budget for medical and 
prosthetic research shows only a slight one percent increase in the 
most successful aspect of all Va medical programs.  fra is concerned 
about relying on other government agencies to help support and fund 
important research related to disabled veterans.
 fra endorses recommendations from the Committee on the budget 
to convert veterans health care count from discretionary spending to 
mandatory spending.  fra understands the jurisdictional and other 
challenges associated with this issue, and believes that veterans’ 
health care is as important as other Federal benefits funded in this 
manner.  regardless of the methods used, the association supports 
any efforts to help assure full funding for Va health care, to ensure 
care for all beneficiaries.
 i would like to talk a little bit about claims processing.  Claims pro-
cessing delays are a continuing concern.  Va can promptly deliver ben-
efits to entitled veterans only if it can process and adjudicate claims 
in a timely and accurate fashion.  given the critical importance of 
disability benefits, VA has a paramount responsibility to maintain an 
effective delivery system, taking decisive and appropriate action to 
correct any deficiencies, as soon as they are evident.  As stated in our 
february testimony, Va has neither maintained the necessary capac-
ity to match and meet its claims workload, nor correct its systematic 
deficiencies that compound the problem of inadequate capacity.
 rather than making headway and overcoming the chronic claims 
backlog and consequent protracted delays in claims disposition, Va 
has actually lost ground on the problem.  the backlog of pending 
claims is growing substantially larger. and now even the Court of 
appeals of the veterans claims is experiencing a growing backlog of 
cases.
 fra commends the Chairman for his statement at the december 
8, 2005 year in on Vba claims processing, and agrees that, “the in-
crease in disability claims can be directly related to the increase in 
u.s. military operations abroad. doing more with less is not a strat-
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egy for success.’’
 An increase in staffing levels within the VBA claims processing 
system is essential to moving forward to reduce this backlog.
 fra appreciates Chairman buyer’s and the Committee’s interest 
in the mgib reform, and it supports provisions in the senate version 
of the NDAA that allows reservists to draw benefits up to 10 years 
after leaving the reserves. Currently, only active-duty members can 
draw benefits after service.
 the montgomery g.i. bill is important, and aids in the recruitment 
and retention of high-quality individuals for service in the active and 
reserve forces, assists in the readjustment of servicemen and women 
to civilian life after they have completed military service, extends the 
benefits of higher education to servicemen and women who are not 
able to afford higher education, and enhances the nation by provid-
ing a better-educated and productive workforce.
 Double-digit education inflation is dramatically diminishing the 
value of MGIB.  Despite recent increases, benefits fall well short of 
the actual costs of education at a four-year public college or univer-
sity.  in addition, thousands of career servicemembers who entered 
service during the Veep era, but declined to enroll in that program—
in many cases because of government advice, from government offi-
cials—have been denied an mgib enrollment opportunity.
 in addition, the nation’s active duty guard and reserve forces are 
effectively being integrated under the total force concept, and educa-
tion benefits under the Montgomery G.I. Bill should be restructured 
accordingly.
 fra supports the total force montgomery g.i. bill for the 21st 
century.  the fra supports integration of active and reserve forces 
program.  the mgib program under the title 38 is very, very impor-
tant, and will provide an inequity of benefits for services performed, 
enable improved administration, and facilitate accomplishments of 
statutory purposes intended by the Congress for the mgib.  Cur-
rently, mobilized reservists must leave behind MGIB benefits upon 
separation unless the separation is for disability.
 i would like to talk a little bit about the cemetery, national Cem-
etery administration.  fra is grateful for the Committee for recom-
mending an additional 14 million in nCa operations and mainte-
nance, and an additional 16 million in nCa construction for 2007.  as 
part of the veterans education benefits act of 2001, the government 
is to provide grave markers to veterans whenever requested, even if 
there is another marker on the grave.  however, as written, the law 
only applies to burials after december 27, 2001.  fra supports h.r. 
3082, which would repeal this expiration, and expand application op-
tions for veterans buried in private cemeteries.
 fra is thankful to this Committee, Congress, and the president of 
the united states, for approving h.r. 5037, the respect for america’s 
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fallen heroes act.
 we appreciate that, and with that i will end my testimony, and 
wait for any questions of stop thank you.
 [The statement of John R. Davis appears on p. 153]

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you very much.
 representing the Vietnam Veterans of america is national presi-
dent John rowan, who was elected at VVa’s 12th national conven-
tion in reno, nevada.  he enlisted in the united states air force in 
1965, two years after graduating from high school in Queens, new 
york, went to language school, where he learned indonesian and 
Vietnamese.  he served with the air force 6990 security squadron 
in Vietnam and okinawa, in helping direct bombing missions.  after 
his honorable discharge, he began college in 1969, receiving a ba in 
political science from Queens College, and a masters degree in urban 
affairs at hunter College.
 he recently retired from his job as the investigator for new york 
City’s Comptrollers Office.  Prior to his election as VVA’s National 
president, he served as VVa’s veterans service representative in new 
York City, and he was a founding member and the first resident of 
VVa’s chapter 32 in Queens.
 national president rowan, you are recognized.
 

StateMent OF JOHn rOWan

 Mr. rowAn.  thank you.  good afternoon, mr. Chairman, Chairman 
buyer and ranking member filner, and distinguished members of 
the Committee.  on behalf of the members and families of the Viet-
nam Veterans of america is my privilege today to offer our comments 
concerning what has been accomplished in the arena of Veterans af-
fairs during fiscal year 2006, what remains to be done in waning days 
of this fiscal year, and what needs to be addressed by this Committee 
in fiscal year 2007.
 first, let me review the simple and straightforward legislative agen-
da of VVa.  first, to secure adequate resources to properly administer 
the network of services that our nation’s veterans have earned.  this 
includes a more adequate sum for operation of Va medical centers 
and other vital health care functions.  it also included increasing the 
number of adjudicators in the compensation and pensions system, 
and counselors and vocational rehabilitation and education.
 second, we ask that you and your colleagues take action to greatly 
enhance the accountability of all employees in the Va, but especially 
managers and political appointees.  this would include being held 
accountable for accurate adjudication decisions as opposed to just 
moving files forward in the C&P services that appears to be the case 
now. it is also ensuring that contracts are drawn in such a manner 
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as to systematize the reporting of contracts and unit cost, with an eye 
towards getting the most goods and services for the least expenditure 
of each taxpayer dollar.  it would also include greater accountability 
in regard to access to medical and other services, as well as clinical 
outcomes.
 third, we ask that you take steps to greatly enhance outreach by 
the VA to inform veterans of the earned benefits at the VA and else-
where in the federal government.
 We have had some movement in the first two, and unfortunately, 
nothing in the third.
 as to what did happen this year, VVa commends you on your activ-
ism in tackling some of the issues of critical importance to veterans, 
particularly our newest veterans. you have sought to give real mean-
ing to the term, “seamless transition,” have forced the active coop-
eration between the Va and the department of defense in providing 
assistance to newly-minted veterans transitioning from active duty.  
you have also pushed the Va to greatly improve the way it conducts 
its business in regard to information technology, and you have re-
jected the office of management and budget notion that the co-pay for 
prescription drugs be increased, and a user fee be imposed on certain 
veterans who avail themselves of the Va health care system.
 we don’t need to belabor the whole laptop computer theft problem; 
just to know the VVa supports and applauds your legislative initia-
tive to resolve these deficiencies within the VA, and we hope that 
that becomes successful, and we will work to push the senate on this 
legislation.
 however, numerous initiatives that have been started have yet to 
be completed.  these include cutting the enormous backlog of cases 
awaiting adjudication by personnel of the Veterans Benefits Admin-
istration.  we know the undersecretary of Veterans affairs for ben-
efits Cooper is focusing on this problem.  We hope his fate will not 
be the same as that of the former secretary principi, whose goal to 
significantly cut this backlog was defeated by the backlog.
 it is interesting to note, too, that iom report on ptsd talked about 
the fact that the Va needed to totally utilize its own methods for 
adjudication of C&p exams in ptsd, which unfortunately would 
lengthen some of the process, and would also require more assistance 
on the Vha side.
 VVa maintains that if the Vba is to make a permanent dent here, 
it needs more adjudicators who are well-trained, can pass a rigorous 
competency-based examination, and are properly supervised.  and 
these adjudicators must endeavor to get it right the first time.  Qual-
ity control is of essence, here.  We think that you will find that most 
veterans are okay with the dnC process itself.  what they are upset 
about is how long it takes before a decision is rendered and-or lack 
of sharing the reasons for rejection in a clear manner if the claim is 
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denied.
 VVa thanks you and your colleagues on both sides of the aisle for 
taking action that led appropriators in the house to add onto the 
amount slated for the veterans’ medical care system, for research, 
and especially, for adding additional adjudicators and Vre&e spe-
cialists.  we really want to thank you, Congressman.  we know you 
took a big initiative on getting the additional fte on the Vba side.
 about the only thing that could be said good about the Vba is that 
their computer systems are so bad that nobody can probably steal 
information from them.  and it is pretty unbelievable how different 
it is between Vha and Vba.  one is getting awards, and the other 
is totally useless, and unfortunately, a significant amount of hunting 
needs to be put on that level.  and with the it programs, hopefully, it 
is nice to have somebody in charge, but if they don’t have the funding, 
they are going to be in trouble.
 assured funding is still an issue with us, and we urge and hope 
that a bipartisan effort will be made to rectify the situation the next 
Congress.  we hope that like minds from both sides of the aisle can 
come together to grapple with this issue with input from the veterans’ 
service organizations, propose a legislative solution.  any solution of 
course must contain provisions for accountability.  this is likely an 
initiative for the 110th Congress, unfortunately.
 we hope that the current Congress will address and pass appro-
priate legislation to permit veterans to secure legal representation 
when filing claims for disability and compensation before the Veter-
ans Benefits Administration, as was passed in the Senate.  We know 
that some have expressed views that such a bill will only make adver-
sarial a process that should be cooperative.  we believe the process 
is already adversarial.  i have served as a service rep for three years, 
and i believe that to be the case.
 others worry the passage of this bill will herald the demise of vet-
erans’ service organizations.  i really don’t think it is going to hap-
pen.
 we have no complaints with the people who are doing the veterans 
service rep work out there, service officers.  They are doing yeoman 
work.  I have never seen an under-worked service officer, ever.  In 
fact, what the problem is, we don’t have anywhere near enough of 
them.  especially if we really try to reach out to the veterans to ex-
plain to them what their rights are, and unfortunately, many of them 
do not know what their rights are.
 i know there are some concerns, and i think we can deal with those, 
about what kind of attorneys we are going to have in here.  having 
gone through the Social Security process with my son who had to file 
for disability, we had to incur an attorney on that process, because 
otherwise we would never have made it through it.  and i think that 
those kinds are the same kinds of attorneys that are going to do the 
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same kind of work for veterans that they do on the side of social 
security, which is where you can look to see how that system will or 
will not work.
 we also applaud mr. thompson of California and mr. rehberg of 
montana, who long have been in favor of h.r. 4259, the Veterans 
right to know act.  this bill would create and empower commission 
to look into the testing of chemical and biological weapons, to deter-
mine if health issues suffered by veterans who participated in these 
tests might have been caused by toxic exposures to these tests.  we 
know that jurisdiction of this bill is in the armed services Committee, 
but you, Chairman buyer, and ranking democratic member filner 
have significant weight with that Committee.
 we also ask that you hold a hearing, or just take action to extend 
the authority of the Va to provide a full physical with national pro-
tocol for all veterans who participated in any chemical or biological 
weapons research, such as project 112, project shad, or any other 
activities by any branch of the federal government.
 similarly, we urge you to take steps to extend such authority for 
such examinations for those exposed to agent orange and other tox-
ins in the Vietnam theater of war.
 regarding ptsd—and i am running out of time—in regard to Con-
gressman filner’s remarks earlier, we know how to treat it.  we be-
lieve we do.  the problem is we don’t have the funding for it.  and 
it is not just the new folks coming home.  and certainly, they are a 
big part of this problem. the real problem is still Vietnam veterans.  
Many veterans we are finding as they retire out, and come home and 
don’t have to be workaholics anymore, a lot of things that they were 
able to hide in a box for the last 40 years come back to haunt them.
 secondly, they sit at home and what do they see on tV? a war very 
similar to the one they saw where people are blowing them up on ev-
ery given day, and we see death all around us, and it just brings back 
all kinds of things.
 The other thing, too, is that many people did not file claims of 
ptsd because they were afraid of the stigma, which is an issue we 
even have with the new veterans.  and that may have been inhibiting 
them for all these years.  now, when they are retired, they don’t have 
to worry about losing their jobs if people think they are crazy.  and it 
is a real issue, and i think it is going to be a real issue of getting the 
newer veterans to come in and get treated.  at least they know what 
it is.  we didn’t.
 the other thing is secondary ptsd for the children and families of 
veteran.  in australia, they treat the children of Vietnam veterans up 
to the age of 35 now for secondary ptsd, because one of the studies 
they did found that an extraordinary suicide rate amongst the chil-
dren of Vietnam veterans over there.
 there are many other issues that we would push for, including the 
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montgomery g.i. bill, as many of the others had put forward.  we 
also believe that we are concerned about—i really listened, being 
coming after, listening to the blinded vets really intrigued me.  many 
Vietnam veterans, because of their agent orange-related diabetes 
disabilities, are going to have vision problems, and they are already 
having vision problem, and it really disturbs me to listen to my col-
league from blinded Vets telling me how poorly the Va is handling 
vision issues.  and i can tell you as a service rep, i have had a lot of 
retinopathy cases, you know, watching veterans in their 50s and 60s 
go blind.
 thank you, mr. Chairman, and thank you members of the Com-
mittee.
 [The statement of John Rowan appears on p. 164]

StateMent OF PauL MOrin

 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you Mr. rowAn.  Commander?
 Mr. Morin.  thank you, mr. Chairman, members of the Commit-
tee, for this opportunity to be here representing the american legion 
and its 2.7 million members.  i would like to take this opportunity 
to introduce the national president of the american legion auxil-
iary, Joann Cronin, and the national Commander of the sons of the 
American Legion, Earl Ruttkofsky, with five National vice command-
ers who represent the Crossroads of america—
 THE CHAirMAn.  Could i have you and the gentleman change seats?
 Mr. rowAn.  sure.
 Mr. Morin.  thank you for them much.
 Mr. rowAn.  you are welcome.
 Mr. Morin.  with young american servicemembers continuing to 
answer the nation’s call to arms in every corner of the globe, you 
must now more than ever work together to honor their sacrifices.  As 
veterans of global war on terrorism return home, they are turning to 
the Va not only for health care, but also for assistance in transition-
ing back to civilian world.  in order for that to occur, veterans’ service 
organizations must be afforded the opportunity to present testimony 
before the Committees that oversee the operations of the department 
of Veterans affairs. mr. Chairman, while i am thankful for the activ-
ity to address this esteemed body, the american legion is extremely 
disappointed in your decision to cancel the joint hearings with the 
senate Veterans affairs Committee.  historically, the Veterans af-
fairs Committee in both the house—in both houses has been an ex-
ample of bipartisan progress.  however, that seems to be quickly fad-
ing norm.  legionnaires from all over the country have traditionally 
traveled to washington dC to attend the Commanders’ Joint hear-
ing, and to visit with their congressional delegation to express their 
concerns for veterans’ issues.
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 we owe it to the brave men and women who have served, and who 
are now serving, to work together to ensure Va is funded at levels 
that will allow all enrolled, eligible veterans to receive quality health 
care in a timely manner. as national Commander of this great orga-
nization, i stand ready to work with you to accomplish these goals.
 in an effort to provide a stable and adequate funding process, the 
american legion fully supports assured funding for veterans’ medi-
cal care.  under the current discretionary funding method, Va health 
care funding has failed to keep pace with medical inflation and the 
changing needs of veterans population.  Va has been forced to ration 
care by denying service to eligible veterans.  Va has had to forgo 
the modernization of many of its facilities, and purchase of necessary 
state-of-the-art medical equipment.
 Va is subject to an annual funding battle for limited discretion-
ary resources, and Congress has had to provide emergency funding 
to cover budgetary shortfalls. additionally, the current discretionary 
funding process leaves the Va facilities’ administrators without a 
clear plan for the future.
 the american legion urges this Committee to support legislation 
that would establish a system of capitation-based funding for Vha.  
the Veterans’ health administration is now struggling to maintain 
its national dominance in the 21st century.  health care, with fund-
ing methods that were developed in the 19th-century.  no other mod-
ern health care organization could be expected to survive under such 
a system.  the american legion believes that the health care ration-
ing for veterans must end.
 it is time to guarantee health care funding for all veterans.  the 
american legion believes that Congress should allow the Va to bill, 
collect, and retain third-party reimbursement from medicare, on be-
half of medicare-eligible veterans.  nearly all veterans pay into medi-
care for their entire working lives.  however, when they are most 
likely to need medical services from the hospital system designed 
specifically for them, they must turn elsewhere because VA cannot 
bill Medicare.  This is wrong, and I urge you to join in the fight to 
correct this injustice.
 additionally, all third-party reimbursements, copayments, and de-
ductibles, should be added to the budget, not counted as an offset 
against it.  The American Legion firmly believes that making the VA 
medicare provider, and designating the Va medical care, as manda-
tory funding items within the federal budget, will enable the Va to 
fulfill its mission to care for those who have borne the battle.
 the american legion is disappointed in the slow progress in the lo-
cal advisory panel—better known as laps—process, and the Cares 
initiative overall.  both stage one and stage two of the process in-
cluded two scheduled lap meetings at each of the sites to be stud-
ied, with a whole process scheduled to conclude on or about february 
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2006.  it wasn’t till april 2006, after nearly a seven-month hiatus that 
secretary nicholson announced a continuation of the service at the 
big spring, texas.  and like all other sites, it had only been through 
stage one.  seven months of silence is no way to reassure veterans 
community that the process is alive and well.  the american legion 
continues to express concerns over the apparent short-circuiting of 
laps, and the silence of its stakeholders.
 the american legion urges Congress to hold the Va accountable, 
and to ensure that those locations that are still waiting final deci-
sions, and address as soon as possible.  Veterans in las Vegas, or-
lando, new orleans, denver, and biloxi, deserve to know the future 
of their health care delivery system.
 upon conclusion of the initial Cares process, then-secretary prin-
cipi called for $1 billion a year for the next seven years to implement 
Cares.  the american legion continues to support that recommen-
dation, and encourages the Va and Congress to move forth with fo-
cused intent.  the american legion recommends a separate $1 billion 
for the implementation of CARES in fiscal year 2008.
 mr. Chairman, the american legion appreciates the strong rela-
tionship we have developed with this Committee.  with increasing 
military commitments worldwide, it is important that we work to-
gether to ensure that the services and programs offered through the 
Va are available to the new generation of american servicemembers 
who are now returning home.  you have the power to ensure that 
their sacrifices are indeed honored with the thanks of a grateful Na-
tion.  the american legion is fully committed to working with each 
of you to ensure that the american veterans receive the entitlements 
they have earned.  whether it is improved accessibility to health care, 
timely adjudication of disability claims, improved educational bene-
fits or employment services, each and every aspect of these programs 
touches veterans from every generation.  together, we can ensure 
that these programs remain productive, viable options for the men 
and women who have chosen to answer the nation’s call to arms; a 
very honorable profession.
 the brave men and women who are serving in our armed forces 
in iraq and afghanistan and throughout the world deserve no less.  
i look forward to working with each of you through the next year to 
improve the lives of all american veterans.  thank you for this op-
portunity.
 mr. Chairman, i know of interest to you from your kind meeting 
with me yesterday, resolution 149 of the salt lake convention we 
just concluded, i will read you the “resolved” clause.  the american 
legion’s national convention assembled in salt lake City, utah, au-
gust 29 through 31, ‘2006.
 “that although the american legion does not oppose the concept 
of attorney representation or the lifting of the current restriction on 
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attorney representation in the Va system, the american legion is 
opposed to any such measure as that does not include adequate safe-
guards, including but not limited to fee limits, training requirements, 
and-or competency performance certification requirements, and strict 
agency oversight to ensure the protection of the client.’’
 thank you very much, mr. Chairman.
 [The statement of Paul Morin appears on p. 169]

 THE CHAirMAn.  Commander, how many resolutions did you pass at 
your convention?
 Mr. Morin.  two hundred and twenty-two.
 THE CHAirMAn.  Could you get those to me?
 Mr. rowAn.  sure, we would be more than happy to.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right.  i would ask that you provide them to me, 
but not make them part of the record.  i mean, that is a lot of print.  
but if you could please get those to me, i would appreciate that.
 Mr. Morin.  i will be more than happy to.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right, then let us go ahead and start right there, 
now that i know the legion’s resolution. let us go down the line here 
with a question that i had asked about attorney representation, faced 
with the language i have that came out of the senate.
 purple heart?
 Mr. poUlTEr.  mr. Chairman, as an organization, we have not tak-
en an official position up to this point. However, as National Com-
mander i think i can speak for our members, and i think that this 
process could really tie the Veterans administration appeals process 
in a lot of knots. and i have got my own personal feelings that i think 
it is more about lining the pockets of the attorneys, as opposed to tak-
ing care of our veterans.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right.  i am going to go down the line so every-
body will get to cover this.  if we were to go with mr. evans’s ap-
proach about a lawyer is not permitted until after notice of disagree-
ment, would it change your opinion?
 Mr. poUlTEr.  We have National service officers, and they go 
through very extensive training to get their accreditation, through 
the Va.  i cannot imagine the amount of training that the attorneys 
would have to go to get online with this whole thing.  they would 
have to go through the same training, and it takes a long time to get 
that accomplished.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right, the question before us is, though, at what 
point would an attorney representation access the system; at the very 
beginning, or at the notice of disagreement?  that has no impact upon 
your opinion?
 Mr. poUlTEr.  i don’t think at the beginning.  i think that, you 
know, if later on, if somebody asked, “you need an attorney?” then 
that would be all right.
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 THE CHAirMAn.  all right.  mr. irvin?
 Mr. irVin.  yeah, paralyzed Veterans supported the lane evans 
bill.  but at the same time we provided comment with regards to at-
torney fees and safeguards, similar to what the american legion just 
mentioned, with regards to representation.  the senate bill we do not 
support, just because it brings the attorney in, in the first part of the 
claims process.  we feel the Va still needs to have a system that pro-
vides a duty to assist, does a proper outreach to veterans, and assists 
them with filing their claims.
 THE CHAirMAn.  ms. lee?  does your organization have an opinion 
on this?
 MS. lEE.  goldstar wives has not discussed it among our members, 
so i am going to pass on this.  thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you, ma’am.  mr. davis?
 Mr. DAViS.  we do not have a position either, but we do believe 
that there is a causal relationship between the processing delays, the 
claim delays, and the call for legal representation.  and instead of 
addressing the issue directly, of legal representation, we think the 
focus ought to be on fixing up the system so there are less delays, less 
complexity in the system, and that will, we think, reduce the—
 THE CHAirMAn.  you got my agreement on that.  mr. rowan?
 Mr. rowAn.  well, as i pointed out, we are in favor of it, and we have 
been in favor of it.  we think a lot of the same arguments were made 
when we talked about instituting the Court of Veterans appeals.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay, let me narrow you here.  you favor the sen-
ate’s view on this, or mr. evans’s position on this?
 Mr. rowAn.  mr. evans’ opinion is just a version of it.  we support 
it all.  we have no problem with the lawyers involved, period.
 THE CHAirMAn.  either of them.
 Mr. rowAn.  we just think that it opens up a whole access to get-
ting somebody to help the veteran go through what is an onerous 
process.
 THE CHAirMAn.  Commander morin, i know you are under restric-
tions with regard to your testimony.  Can you go beyond what this 
resolution has said?  Can i ask you whether or not you would support 
the senate approach or the evans approach?
 Mr. Morin.  no.  we do not support any bill.  we support use of 
attorneys within the Va.  but what we want to see is restrictions in 
the bill, that says there shall be a limit on attorney fees, there shall 
be a limit—
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay, you don’t have to read that to me again.
 Mr. Morin.  okay.
 THE CHAirMAn.  what about when they would access the system?
 Mr. Morin.  whenever they wish. if they want to wish from the 
beginning to hire a lawyer, and there are these safeguards in place, 
let them go ahead and do it.  i mean, to me, as a veteran’s advocate, 
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and as any veteran service organization, all right, we have an end-
ing service office in all our organizations that is available for free of 
charge. And we would hope that would be the first avenue every vet 
would use.
 but there is also some mistrust to us by our fellow own veterans.  
and if they feel that comfortability of going to a lawyer versus com-
ing to us, so be it.  as long as if there are safeguards in the law.  and 
i stress that because we don’t want to see in the law saying that the 
Va will regulate what the fees are, or what the educational training 
requirements are.
 THE CHAirMAn.  not often, and i look back to the 14 years i have 
been here, do we have a situation whereby you are in such complete 
counter, back-azimuth of daV, Vfw, and AMVETS.  why do you 
think that is?  Why do you find yourself in a complete opposition to 
them?
 Mr. Morin.  the wishes of our members at our national convention, 
through a resolution, adopted this.  and this is as i have said, i speak 
from a resolution—
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right.  in your personal opinion?
 mr. morin. yes?
 THE CHAirMAn.  why do you think legionnaires are in such complete 
opposition of AMVETS, Vfw, and daV?
 Mr. Morin.  i think they feel it only opens a process, it opens anoth-
er door if veterans wish to use it.  and our own concern is that there 
are stipulations that the veteran would not be hurt by it.
 THE CHAirMAn.  all right.  mr. filner?
 Mr. filnEr.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i want to thank both pan-
els here today.  your testimony was very helpful.  i admire your ex-
pertise that comes from both your active duty status and your long-
time service to your members.  you know the system, inside and out, 
we learn from that, and i appreciate everything you said.  maybe 
with one exception, mr. buyer, there is a real unanimity on almost 
every issue.  i suspect that we can have a list of 20 or 50 items and all 
of you would agree to it.  you have given us the agenda for next year.  
i pledge to mr. buyer, whatever position i am in, to work with you to 
try to realize as much of that agenda as we can.  there is remarkable 
unanimity on things.
 i want to say to mr. poulter: when the Chairman introduces the 
bill to recognize national purple heart day, i want to cosponsor it.  
Congratulations on the 225th anniversary.  we look forward to that 
celebration.
 several of you mentioned the conference of the defense authoriza-
tion bill.  i am told that it has concluded, although even as a Con-
gressman, they won’t tell me what the results are until the report is 
published.  but i have the sense, in regard to the purple heart for the 
pows who died under non-combat but obviously—in our view—com-
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bat situations, that they acceded to the senate position, which set up 
a commission to study it.  we will try to get that next year, if that is 
the case.  i don’t know that, but that is the impression i got.
 and i don’t know what they did, ms. lee, to the spp-diC offset 
in that conference, but we will find out, I guess, in a day or so.  But 
thank you for being so persisent in following that.
 mr. irvin, you know, san diego’s loss is washington’s gain.  Con-
gratulations on your new position.  he didn’t mention in his bio that 
he has also recently married a very beautiful woman, so we congratu-
late you on that.
 and i want to thank you for your position on the sense of who gets 
services at the veterans’ hospitals, and benefits.  By definition, all 
your members are in a high category.  but you want the Va to serve 
all veterans, and i appreciate that very much, and thank you for that 
position.
 and the pVa just recently had a 60th anniversary gala, and i was 
at the dinner, and i saw you give awards to secretary principi, secre-
tary mineta, that were so well deserved.  of course the king, richard 
petty, also got an award.  but thank you for allowing myself and my 
wife to be a part of that gala.  it was a very moving evening.  and i 
know each of you have those kinds of evenings, and they are all very 
moving, to talk to your members, and to meet them on a more per-
sonal basis, and see their dedication to improving the lot of everybody 
around us.
 so thank you all.  i look forward to working on it.  this was set 
up by the Chairman as a preview for next year.  i think we have our 
agenda in front of us, and i look forward to working with you.  ms. 
lee, go ahead.  i am sorry.
 MS. lEE.  yes, regarding the attorney issue that you talked about 
earlier; are survivors included in the bills that are mentioned?  lane 
evans’ bill, i hadn’t seen that at all.  it is?  okay, thank you.  i guess 
we need to get a copy of that.  thank you.
 Mr. filnEr.  i apologize, i just thought you were asking the Chair-
man.  okay, thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  mr. brown?
 Mr. Brown of SoUTH CArolinA.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and 
certainly thank the members of the panel for being so patient.  they 
can understand our schedule, where we get unscheduled votes, and 
we will have one coming up pretty shortly again.  but i just wanted 
to just address a couple issues i guess that we brought up, and we ap-
preciate the testimony.  and i think mr. filner is right.  i think that 
you all have given us some criteria for next year’s appropriations if 
we can’t get them done this year.
 but next week, we are going to have a hearing next thursday at 
10:00 o’clock on ptsd and tbi, and we have got, you know, some 
professionals coming in to give us some insight on that.  and then on 
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the construction bill, this is the first construction bill that we actu-
ally passed in about 15 years, and i know we have some problems 
sometimes with partisanship, but it was really great, the way the bill 
was addressed in the Committee, and then went on the floor.  And 
normally we have, like, 20 minutes for the proponents, and 20 min-
utes for the opponents.  and both sides talked on the bill, and so it 
passed unanimous, which is kind of unusual for anything to happen 
in the body today.
 but i know we addressed some of those issues that was mentioned 
earlier.  the construction at biloxi at $310 million; in new orleans, 
100 million; Charleston, 70 million; in denver, 98 million.  and so i 
am hoping that the senate will be able to soon reconcile with them, so 
we can go ahead and get this signed by the president.
 and in that initiative, we are going to need some support from you 
all to help with this.  i know there has been a lot of misinformation 
about how we are trying to combine some services between the Va 
and local hospitals. and i know in Charleston, we are looking to try 
and combine some services with the Va and the medical university 
there. already, there is a lot of sharing of resources.  some 95 percent 
of the doctors that actually treat the patients at the Va hospital come 
from the medical university.
 and you know the cost of equipment is becoming, you know, exorbi-
tant really to try to have everybody to own one piece.  i know we have 
got one imaging piece of equipment now we are trying to coordinate 
between the Va and medical university, a piece of imaging equip-
ment that actually can go in and identify a cancer cell, and they can 
go in and actually treat just, you know, the damaged cell, and not im-
pact the good cells.  but that is a $6 million purchase, and everybody 
in town can’t have one of those.
 we went to new orleans and actually saw, you know, the Va hospi-
tal—went down with secretary nicholson, and went to—the Va was 
actually flooded in the basement, but just down the street was, you 
know, of course, lsu medical Center, Charity hospital, you know, 
two or three other hospitals all in one row, and probably duplicating 
the same piece of equipment.  so we believe that this is going to be a 
system that is going to be able to deliver high quality service by hav-
ing specialized services available to all the veterans, at one location, 
and be a savings to the taxpayers, too.
 but anyway, every time that we talk about it, even when we passed 
the bill in the house, we made sure that the Va had top priority on 
any of the services being provided.
 so with that, mr. Chairman, i yield back the balance of my time.  
but i just wanted to bring that to your attention, and certainly so-
licit your cooperation and understanding as we work through this 
process.
 THE CHAirMAn.  thank you, Chairman brown.
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 i would like to make a couple of comments, and i have a ques-
tion.  this deals with the issues on seamless voc rehab and tap.  the 
subcommittee on economic opportunity held several hearings.  they 
have also had site visits on these topics.  overall, as with an exami-
nation of any system, you find some shortcomings.  But measured on 
the whole, what we have learned, the tap has been a reasonably suc-
cessful program.  the student reviews that we have seen so far have 
been very favorable.
 the seamless transition, i know that Vfw had made some com-
ments earlier, they had questioned as to whether or not they could 
actually point to anything that was successful. this one is going to 
be a maintenance issue, for as long as we are involved in these is-
sues.  it really is.  and i spoke with over 230 cardiac care physicians 
yesterday, and i deal with these issues on the health subcommittee 
of Commerce, of course, as we try to bring IT, and try to figure out a 
standard in order to perfect these electronic medical records for our 
country.  and trying to do that in a competitive marketplace, not 
easy, i just want you to know.  and i tried to share with them the 
challenges of just trying to get dod and Va to be able to cooperatively 
work together.  it was a great disappointment that the department 
of defense—in particular, dr. winkenwerder—would not turn to the 
Va and use our standard.  that was very disappointing to me.  i have 
had my challenges with dr. winkenwerder.  i respect him.  he is a 
smart man.  we have got to be able to work through this. but if we 
can’t even get it right, how are we going to expect, as a society, for us 
to get it right?
 and i assure you that i do not want the federal government to se-
lect a standard out there.  if you want us to get it wrong, government 
can choose a standard.  i mean, we are right now in what i would call 
the beta-Vhs war.  and i assure you, if you had asked the govern-
ment to solve that one, we would have had beta.  so i just want you 
to know, there are some big issues that are going on out there.
 i also am very pleased—some of you know, i have worked with the 
olympic Committee for the last six years; not only in the reorganiza-
tion of the olympic Committee.  that gave me a lot of great insights, 
and a lot of great contacts.  not only with these great athletes, but 
also the leadership.  and to extend that into the paralympic move-
ment, and bring those veterans into cooperation with the olympic 
Committee, there are a lot of great success stories.  and i really get 
goose bumps by what is happening out there.  we have over 320 of our 
disabled veterans have participated in four of the paralympic sum-
mits.  Ten of these athletes have been identified as superior athletes 
at the highest level.  so i just wanted to give you an update on that.  
i am really pleased about that progress.
 i do need your help.  and it is not just me.  it is mr. filner, my-
self, Chairman brown; this Committee needs your help.  we can’t 
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even hope to perfect seamless transition if we can’t even get the Va 
to centralize its information technology architecture.  and this is a 
huge challenge.  it is very easy to be critical of them, but please, i 
am asking you to engage with us in a constructive dialogue whereby 
we can move from the decentralized model to centralized.  we can 
preserve incubators of initiative.  but we have got to do that, and at 
some point, we have to be able to bring in the software development 
into the centralization, and empower our Cio and Ciso.  Very, very 
important.  and i need your help and assistance to do that.
 so when this Committee moved out last year and wanted to do that, 
we weren’t crazy after all.  and the rest of the government is looking.  
and hopefully, we can do this.  mr. filner and i, next week, will go to 
the floor and we will pass our product that we worked, after our six 
months of effort and oversight, and i am most hopeful that—we were 
stonewalled by the senate in the last year—they will recognize that 
we have a great investment in this issue, and knowledge, and respect 
that.  and i want to work with them.
 they work on issues that we don’t work on.  we can’t cover the en-
tire waterfront.  as you know, it is a vast enterprise in front of us.  so 
there has to be some give-and- take back-and-forth here and between 
the senate.
 so as we move into the spring, i just ask all of you to help us with 
the it issues.  they are not sexy.  they don’t get all the attention.  
you know, they are not feel-good issues.  but they are so vital, and 
they are so important. so i am asking for your help and assistance 
in that.
 with regard to adaptive housing, i want to continue to work with 
you.  we recognize that we took on those issues to liberalize those 
standards.  i know ms. herseth has some issues out there.  but my 
commitment is, as we go into next year’s bill, is take another look at 
that.
 one of the really good by-products of these hearings that we are 
doing here over the next two days is we take this, we assimilate the 
information, and we create a marker.  and with that marker, then 
as i work with omb and the Va.  this is a new process that has not 
been done before.
 and like anything anew, some people don’t like to change.  so i em-
brace what you said, Commander.  you don’t like it.  but you know, 
what i have done is i embraced exactly what i shared with you yes-
terday when i had that phone conversation with Commander bock, 
and he said, “you know, we separated ourselves from the rest, and 
we wanted to put them ahead of time.”  i embrace that.  and i also 
like that look-back/look-ahead.  and that is what we have done here, 
to lay a marker.
 and so i want to thank you for your testimony.  we will receive the 
testimony of 21 Vsos and msos.  and it will be that thick.  and i 
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assure you, i will share it with mr. portman.
 there was one other—mr. filner, if you have anything left i will let 
you go, because i know i have one that is just—
 Mr. filnEr.  mr. rowan, i just want to make sure that if he is mr. 
buyer, i am mr. filner, okay?  i want to point out for the record that 
it is the first time in his career—he said it about third sentence to the 
end, the transcript will say it—he wanted to “liberalize the restric-
tions.” so he is moving in our direction.  thank you so much.
 THE CHAirMAn.  you are not going to make it as a comedian, okay?
 you know, i am drawing a blank.  oh, this is the question i wanted 
to ask, to the american legion: of your 220 resolutions, did any of 
them address the issue on information management?
 Mr. Morin.  yes.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay.  well, i will get them all.  i just want to make 
sure there were—
 Mr. Morin.  there were several, and we will have that package to 
you.  yes, there was.
 THE CHAirMAn.  okay.  all right, very good.
 well, the last thing i would like to say is, is i want to thank you for 
this program.  it is really something all of us can do.  and that is, we 
do it in many different capacities, and that is embracing our fellow 
veterans and loved ones when they come home.  and it is a huge chal-
lenge. we all have to do it.  i adopted a couple of them when they had 
come home.  and so we all do that.  Very important.
 so i want to thank you.  and so to those individuals that we also 
recognize, whereby the certain concerns that aren’t readily identified 
come up later, we pick that up through our fellowship.  and we can 
then circulate them back into the system.  so congratulations, Com-
mander.  this will be a wonderful program.
 Mr. Morin.  thank you.
 THE CHAirMAn.  with that, i want to thank you for your testimony, 
and i appreciate your being here.  we will continue our vigilance.
 All members have five legislative days to submit any statements 
for the record.  the hearing is now adjourned.
 [Whereupon, at 3:06 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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rep. tom udall (nM-3)
House veterans affairs Committee

Oversight Hearing on FY07 and FY08 va Budget
September 20, 2006

mr. Chairman, 

 thank you for holding today’s hearing. before i began, many 
veterans, both in my district and from national Vsos, have asked 
that i convey to you their great desire to return to the previous 
format and venue of these hearings. they are concerned that they 
will not have the opportunity to give their input on the budget and 
how it affects them. i am certain you have spoken with many of 
these groups and i simply was asked to convey those concerns. 
 mr. Chairman, i would like to echo the comments of many of 
to day’s witnesses the funding disasters of fy06 were averted 
and fy07 saw more stability in the Va budget, mostly, i believe, 
because our committee looked at the matter practically and 
utilized the advice provided by the Independent Budget, there still 
remain problems. i believe a revised manner for how funding is 
distributed, increased attentiveness by this Congress to authorize 
and appropriate these funds, and, perhaps most important, the 
change to mandatory funding for the Va are much needed and much 
desired changes which would further improve the department’s 
ability to provide the best services to our nation’s veterans.
 one of the most vital areas of focus in the upcoming year will be 
those soldiers returning from afghanistan, iraq and elsewhere. we 
must ensure that the structure and the capacity exists within the 
Va to give these new veterans the health care, both physical and 
mental, that they will need to heal and transition. addressing the 
instances of posttraumatic stress disorder (ptsd) in our veterans 
is an enormous concern i share with many of my colleagues, and i 
believe that we are remiss if we do not make this a large part of our 
discussion during budget considerations for fy08.
 mr. Chairman, i believe that the Va has made some progress 
from year’s past, but i also believe that we have a very long way 
to go. i hope to see a renewed interest from the Va to creating a 
sound fiscal plan, not only for FY08, but for the future. We cannot 
simply plan each individual year without planning for what may 
come. with thousands of new veterans expected from oef/oif, this 
committee should burden itself with these concerns, that way the 
veterans are not burdened.
 thank you, mr. Chairman. 
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